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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of a btu& %;rformed for the Sloan
Commission on Cablo Communications, emphasis el- which v. e
technical and eost factors affecting pc.ssible growth of presen; CATV
system concepts over the next several dee.ades to encompass addi-
tional "wired nation" communications functions, up to and including
point-to-point videophone service. Multi-cable, augmented-channel
(converter), and switched CATV systems are reviewed, both from a
total channel-count viewpoint, and on the basis of two-way capabilities
for video and home digital data services.

It is concluded that within the next five years, a combination of 40-
1)0 t!ownstream program channels, certain video interconnect service,
and substantial two-way, home digital data services can be provided
in several ways at reasonable cost: $200-$500 per subscriber, de-
pendine on the type of service and the level of penetration. Switched
videophone service would also be feasible, perhaps on a national basi-.
by the end of the century, but would escalate per-subscriber costs b-.?
a factor of at least 20 or 30, and would have to be based on a hub rather
than a tree network at the subscriber level..

Appendices discuss the inter-channel interference problems in frequency-
multiplexed TV transmission, and the detailed characteristics of two
recently developed switched CATV systems.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The impetus for this report came from the Sloan Commission on
Cable Commonications which felt that as part of its deliberations on the
desirable future role of broadband cable networks, and how best to
achieve that role, it needed a comprehensive review and evaluation of
the state-of-the-art in CATY technolon, and expected future capabilities.

Of particular interest to the Commission :n connection with such a
review and evaluation were questions such ae the following:

1) Should future broadband systems for home communica-
tions services be organized in frequency multiplex tree
networks, as in present CATV systems, cr in swited
hub networks, as in the telephone system? (This ques-
ttort it of course related to the following ones.)

2) What are the prospects for obtaining 40.60, or 80 pro-
gram channels, and what are the respective cost
expectations?

3) What home data services such as meter reading, push-
button banking and/or shopping, and general computer
access are (or will be) practical, and what are (or will
be) the costs?

4) What is the relation of the future CATV network to the
emerging Picturephone service of the Bell System, and
would it make technical and economic sense to integrate
them and/or replace the limited-resolution 1-MHz
Picturephone service with full 4-MHz switched video
serv.e?

5) Is nationwide standardization of CAIN systems in the
near future a desirable or necessary condition if a
oationwide broadband network is the goal?

Not all of these questions can of course be answered definitively
in a short six-month study, particularly when one is trying to peer 10
or 20 years into the future in an environment of fast-paced technological
evolution, and when some of the alternativ a may represent a fair share
of the gross national product in terms of required investment. However
the study has attempted to provide the oest information possible to the

1-1
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Commission by thoroughly examining the underlying framework of video/
digital transmission and switching techniques applicable to combined
CATV/communications services, and making estimates of future technical/
cost trends.

The major conclusions applicable to the Commission's questions are
presented in the Summary; Chapter U. Chapter III investigates present
techniques and probable future extensions for "high-channel-count" systems,
i.e. , those capable of providing 20 or more program distribution channels.
Two-way video and digital data services are examined in Chapter IV.

In connection with the studies reported in Chapters III and IV, it
soon became apparent that no valid comparison of the alternate techniques
and the motivations behind them could be made without constant reference
to the exceedingly complex inter-channel interference effects in frequency
multiplexed TV channels. It was also found that a vigorous industry/
government dia'og is currently under way on the question of possible CATV-
system standards, which could influence the relative balance between tech-
niques so far as these interference effects are concerned. However, no
comprehensive source reference on these questions could be found. Thua
to provide the necessary base for system comparisons, considerable time
was devoted to the compilation, analysis and organization of available
data from a variety of sources, as reported in Appendbc A.

Switched CATV systems are quite new and little understood, and
because of their importance in connection with the questions posed by the
Commission, the two switched systems extant were examined perhaps
more thoroughly than the more conventional technology and written up in
interim memoranda submitted to the Commission. These are reproduced
here (in corrected form) as Appendices B and C. Finally, some attention
was paid to the fact that there are two other sets of wires leading into
every CATV home the telephone line and the power line and that
some efforts are under way in the direction of meter reading and possibly
other data services over one or the other of these lines. Data gathered on
these efforts is given in Appendix D.



CHAPTER Il

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions summarized below are organized by topic
according to the questions that were posed by the Sloan Commission on
Cable Communications as the background for the study. Each topic is
discussed in more detail elsewhere in the report.

Note that in the following all cost figures for cable distribution
plant (including subscriber drops but not head-end equ:pment) are on a
per-subscriber basis, and on the assumption of 100 percent penetration
in medium-density residential areas (aerial plant). Although ..-bsolute
costs will vary with penetration, subscriber density, and installation
conditions, the relative costs for various systems should remain fairly
constant, with the possible exception of the two present hub-network
switched systems (Dial-a-Program and DISCADE) which run many cables
in parallel (the shorter hub-network cable lengths needed in high-density
areas may or may not balance the added cost of installing large multi-
cable bundles in such areas).

Note that two-way digital service costs are on the basis of the
additional cost of the sUbscriber terminal device over and above the
cost of the cable plant.

Capacity Questions

Traditional single-cable CATV systems with TV-set tuning have
offered a maximu.n of 12 program channels (VHF Channels 2 -13). but
often cannot deliver more than six cr seven usable channels in the major
cities because of interfer:nce caused by local VHF-TV transmitters.
Three different approaches to increased capacity are being pushed by
various manuiacturers and/or system operators: dual-cable systems
with a different grcrlp of programs on each cal,le, subscriber set-top
converters to permit use of additional cable channels, and bwitched
systems in which channel selection is performed remotely and only the

selected channel appears on the subscriber cable (drop). Of major

-1
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interest to the Commission was tho comparison of these systeme in such
matters as channel capacity, relative cost, and advaritageS or disadvan-
tages for various two-way services. The results obtained are as follows.

A program capacity of 2046 channels is now available on a tangle
cable with converters at a per-subscriber cost of stko, of which $30 is
the converter cost. Dual cable VHF-only systeinet with 24.Chanael
nominal capacity (1640 actual) have a eomparable cost ($70). With the
addition of converters ($30), dual-cable capacity can be extended to 40.
52 channels at a total per-subscriber cost of $100. The two peesent
hub-network, switched systems have capacities 01 20 anc4 Ifs chamsels,
with per-subscriber costs of $113 and $186 respectivsly.

Single-cable converter-system technology appears to limit At
about ;45 channels ($50 per converter, or $100 total per subscriber).
This capacity may be reached in the next few years, nut extension beyond
35 channels per cable is clouded by many technical factors. Use of such
improved converters in dual-cable plants would yield 70 channels ($120).
Costs of doubling the two switched systems cited above to provide 70-80
channels are not as well defined, but would be about $200 and $260
respectively. The greater costs of switched systems should be balanced
against other capabilities (see below).

The above cable plant costs for tree-network systems are for
downstream capability only, and would be about 30 percent higher with
two-way amplifiers for a two-way capability (not including terminal
cost). The percentage increment in adding two-way capability to a
switched cable plant is lower, but cannot yet be accurately defined.

Switched vs. Non-Switched SiatrIns ,Distribution plus - ame two-wayl

The switched CATV systems which have appeared to date provide
only for switcW.ng subscriber lines to a limited number of program dia.
tribution buses. Note that this is a much simpler switching function
than that required, for example. to connect any subscriber line to any
other subscriber line for a private, two-wa? hookup.

The conclusions are that switched program distribution systems
can be roughly competitive with multi-cable or converter systems only
at very high penetration levels but that they do completely avoid th,
present technical problems of distributing very large numbers of channels
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(this may not be important, however, as converter system technology
improves). The Dial-a-Program system in parkicular appears to be

lees flexible from an installation standpoint unl, s. a very high apital

investment is made initially to provide 100 perc.,n; hookup eaptelticy,

and has no inherent two...eay advantage over y ta:%10 VX.

cept for very large usage oi two-way video (which does not appear

probable). In fact, both switched systems now available appear to be

less cesnvenient for thc sore probable two-way data uses over the next

10-20 years (see next heading beI.se). A potential. but as yet unrealiai-r.,

advantage of switched sys is iheir ability to operate with simplified
"one-channel" TV receiv,es.

The future of switched systems will depend on the marketplace and/or

the evident or legislated need for their particular capabnities (in severe

)ocal-signal areas, point-to.point video, etc.). Costs would rise rapidly,

however. is oint-to-point use, because much more complicated (teleplase.

type) "--1ligear would be required. Also, the present 20 to 336-eub-
se riber, distr.outed switching centers are too small for efficient poiet-
to-point netw .rking and larger hulas would be required, with greatly
increased cable costs and perhaps individual line amplifiers.

General Comments on Two....ataySaitilurations

PO :Sical configurations for obtaining upstream channels include use

of sub-band channels on one cable (4 TV channels maximum), a separate
upstream cable (up to s5 channels), or in switched systems, one or more
channels per subscriber cable. Any of these are suitable and roughly

comparable for all foreseeable subscriber video-origination requirements,
particularly when it is neted that the number of simultaneous upstream TV

originations is always limited by the number of available downstream,
channels where the signals OM On the other hand, genera: point-to-point
video services would certainly require a hub- ype switched r -twork and a

major cost escalation !see "Picturephone vs. Videophone" below).

Modern digital corruriunication technology permits all foreseeable
subscriber data requirements to be handled very economically in tree-

structured systems by time-division-multiplex techniques. r !quiring only

one -channel pair" (a downstream and an upstream channel), and a simple
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head-end device. For example. a one-megabit per second data loop on
such a channel pair can provide abo.it 75 bits per second continuously
to each of 4000 subscriber terminals. Additional capacity. U needed,
can be obtained by increauing the one-megabit rate, or by frequency
multiplexing one or two more data-channel pairs. Use of a hub-type
switched system actually seems to complicate the problem of providing
data services since more hardware (a device per line) is required to
gain sequential access to subscriber lines for polling and/or data trans-
mission. A hierarchy of two-way $ervices Is presented below.

LterataLprie.&%, of Two-Watfable Capabilities

Th icllowing subscriber terminal costs are over and above the
cable-plant costs given above. The Cast three categories (data services)
also require a head-end device (most probably a digital computer), but
its allocateO capital cost is nominal: $2 -$10 per subscriber, depending
upon the data service requirements:

(1) Sit1.133Lsitylug - channel monitoring; simple yes-no
Luttons; meter reading and alarm systems: terminal
cost $50 - $100 per subscriber, plus meter upgradingcosts.

(2) More ,eneral narrow-band communication and control
ties - general-purpose aeyboarn; onlineehannerZZTess control (.restricted distr(bution; pay TV;video tape library servicosl; audio communication

(many ie ate, or party lino); limited information retrieval:terminal c.ost range $125 $250 per subscriber.
(3) C., neral-xEncili.e data c..A.pabilities - access to other com-

puler systems for information retrieval, banking. shopping,etc.; electronic mail: terminal cost cost range per sub-
avriber V.50 up to $1,000 depending on desired terminal
display and/or hard-copy capabilities, and total data trafficrequirements.

(4) Two-wilt tdeo - cost range per subscriber from "zero"
(or portable local origination (assuming two-way cable),
to $500 per permanent home-terminal for subscriberorigination capability. Total per-subscriber costs for
point-to-point switched video services probably range
from $2.000 -$4.000 for local connection capability only
(within a head end). to $15,000 for a national network.
(See "Picturephone vs. Videophone" below.)
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Con......maithility_it.nd Standardisation

So long as TV program distribution plus the most probable types
of two-way data and limited local-origination are the only required
...able services. and each operator provides the proper boxes to inter.
face his system to standard TV sets or special cable receivers, all of
the different types of distribution systems can co-exist (even with
different channel standards), and can still be networked if desired.
This compatability can be achieved at each head-end, just as it is now,
by suitable channel frequency translations, etc.

Note however that the present combination of a subscriber con-
verter and a standard TV set with tuner represents a duplication of
function, and that considerable econtrn'.es could be achieved by large-
scale production of special cable receivers: all-channel models in the
case of frequency multiplex systems, iind simplified "tunerless"
models in the case of switched systems. This of course raises the
very pregnant question of whether the cable operator or the subscribers
should own such special cable receivers, especially since a subscriber
would have no guarantee that his special receiver would work on a differ.
ent CATV system were he to move. Note also that the economies of very
large scale can be obtained only if industry-wide standards are adopted
for distribution, upstream. and data channels, and for data comnutnica-
tion techniques. On th:: other hand, the technology is evolving so rapidly
at present that such complete standardization within the next year or so
would certainly be premature. Herein lies the horns of the dilemma.

Privac y Cons iderations

The privacy issue arises only w!len non-general-access signals
exist on the cable. such as Pay-TV. or communications originated by
or directed to particular subscribers. A tree-structured cable network
has all its frequency multiplexed channels carried into all homes and
obviousiy offers on opportunity (or challenge) for clandestine monitoring.
A hub-structured network, on the other hand, is comparable to the
telephone system in this regard the average subscriber has nu ready
means oi access to circuits or channels other than his own. A brief
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examination of this question indicates that while cable monitorinp is
indeed possible in frequency/time-division networks, it requires con-
siderable technical skill, yields dubious benefits (since private s ignals

are likely to be digital and therefore rather cryptic in nature), and can
be made as difficult as desired by special encoding techniques as needed.

Tele ihone vs. Cable for Narrow-Band Data

A number of people have suggested that narrow-band data services
would be better handled over the existing telephone lines than by adding
such capability to CATV systems. The Bell System and several utility
companies are currently making experiments in meter reading via tele-
phone, and altheagh no quoted cost figures are available, it seems clear
that subscriber devices costing $100 -$150 are necessary at present. with
possible eventual rlduction to perhaps $50. Since a telephone call is in-
volved in gaining access to a subscriber line, exchange switching delays
limit the maximum scamiing rate to about 300 subscribers per hour,
even though a special exchange interface is provi-led for automated call.
ing by a utility company eomputer. Also, a meter cannot be read when
the telephone is found to be :a use. To avoid interference with normal
telephone service, the proposal is to read meters only dazing off-peak
hours in telephone usage; thus the actual reading rate will be about
1.000 - 3.000 per day. The same function can be added to a cable two-
way data system at a very low incremental cost ($10 -$25), with a read-
lag rate of 4,000 or more per minute.

Picturephone vs. "Videophone",

The general need or demand for point-to-point visual communica.
tion, either on a local or national basis, has not been demonstrated,
although the Bell Syste.n obviously feels that it will be a viable service
eventually. It also represents a capital cost eszallation over the present
$500 - $600 per subscriber voice telephone plant of about 5:1 for the
1-MHz Picturephone (which can use a substantial part of existing Telco
"out-of-plant" cable and local switching plant), aral perhaps 20:1 for a
"srart-from-scrath" nationwide 6-M1iz service ($12,000 per subscriber).
In the latter case, about half the cost ($6.000 per sebscriber) would arise
in creating local hub-type, 6-MHz distribution and switching networks
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comparable in function to the 10,000-subscriber local exchanges on which
the telephone system is based. Although this is the future role some have
suggested for cable systems, these figures make it appear unreasonable
to force any provisions in cable systems for future accommodation of
general point-to-point video service. It is concluded that visual point-
to-point services are best left to gradual addition of Picturephono
facilities by the Telephone Company as the demand for such services
actually arises.



CHAPTER HI

COMPARISON OF HIGH-CHANNELCOUNT SYSTEMS

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the evolving technology
of high-channel-count systems, with an eye both to the questiod of tech-
nical factors affecting channercapacity and to the question of relative
economics. The main emphasis is on downstream program distribution
capability since this seems to be the overriding factor. All foreseeable
two-way services can be handled with relatively few downstream and
upstream channels, as discussed in Chapter IV.

The three major types of systems to be considered ares (a) multi-
cable systems carrying only the standard VHF channels and using stand-
are TV receivers, (b) augmented-channel systems using additional non-
standard frequency channels and requiring either a channel converter or
a special all-cable-channel receiver for each subscriber, and (c)ravitched
systems in which channel selection is performed remotely from the sub-
scriber's premises and either standard TV receivers or simplified "one-
channel" designs can be used. Note that systems (a) and (b) can also be
used in combinat'on.

A. liacionnel

Community antenna (CATV) systems started out as just that
carrying TV and FM-radio programs on the same frequency bands that
are used in over-the-air broadcasting, and permitting subscri,ters to
receive these programs on their standard TV and FM receivers without
additional equipment. Since the practical ntaximum frequency that can
be carried on a CATV cable (curreolv 300 MHz) is well below the UHF
television band (470-900 MHz), a traditiGnal single-cat,le system of this
type can offer only the 12 VIII.' television channels, which occupy two fre-
quency bands front 54 to B8. and 174 to Z16 M10,. Actually,12dtannels is an
upper limit which is seldom if ever obtained, particularly as CATV systems
have departed front their original role ei extending TV coverage into re.
mote, marginal-reception areas and become "urbanized", i.e., moving
into areas covered by strong Vlir -TV stations. In such areas, direct

3.1
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pickup of broadcast signals in the cable and/or subscriber TV sets
creates an interference with cable signals, more fully described in
Appendix A, that can make the channels occupied by strong local
stations unusable for cable transmission and reduce system capacity
below 12 usablt channels to as little as Lille or six in some top-
market TV areas.

At the same time, the saleability of CATV in areas where sub-
scribers can already receive a substantial number of broadcast
stations off-the-air was found to depond upon the ability to offer an
expanded channel menu, Thus, simply from a marketing standpoint,
tEe CATV industry has for a number of years been evolving ways to
regain the lost channels and/or expand somewhat beyond the tradi-
tional 12-channel limit, and a few systems currently offer 15-20
channels. More recently, the concept of the "wired-nation" has
emerged in which many new uses for cable channels ha Pe been pro.
posed, leading to estimated demands ranging from 40 to as high as
60 or more distribution channels and a good deal of controversy
about the technicalfeasibility and the economics d such numbers. In addition,
various two-way video and digital data comniunication services are
now proposed, leading to further demands on cable technology.

B. Technical Prot: lerns Relatin to Channyl Usa c

Before getting ioto the relative characteristics of the thrs:e types
of systems for providing more than 12 channels, it will be useful to
describe one aspect of the technical environment which hue influenced
their evolution the group of mutual interference problems that can
occur either among cable channels in the process of their transmission
to a subscriber rnd his selection of one of them for viewing, or
between cable signals and TV or other signals propagating through the
air on the same frequencies. These problems have many complex
interrelationships with various system parameters cable-system
distortion factors, receiver and converter charactei istics, frequency
allocations for non.VIIF cable channels, etc.. and an understanding of
these interrelationshir 4 is important in comparing advantages and din-
dvantages of the three types of cable distribution systems, and

in cable standardization activities. 3 inc e the d e ta i 18 are rather

ips
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voluminous, the problems are simply listed below, together with com-
ments on their relation to the three types of systems under discussion.
For complete description of these problems, please refer to Appendix A.

Several further points should be made concerning the comparison
of cable transmission and over-the-air broadcasting in regard to these
problems. Two of the six technical problems summarized below (on-
channel pickup and cable "leakage") are peculiar to cable systems.
The other four problems are almcst entirely a function of the character-
istics of subscriber receiving equipment (TV sets or converters) and

would thus apply equally well to both cable transmission and over-the.
air broadcasting, except that the FCC has eifectwely avoided their
effects in VHF-TV broadcasting by a combination of appropriate channel
frequency allocations and geographic separation of channet-usage assign-

ments. So long as a cable system cat ries only the 12 standard VHF

channels, it is afforded the same protection against all but one of these

latter problems (adjacent-channel interference) so far as receiver
chara:teristics go, although some of the interference effects can be
generated within the! cable system itself. All the problems apply in
augmented -,:hannel systems.

(:) On-channel interference
interference at a subset iber's set due to direct pickup of
broadcast signals from strong local VHF stations is a
problem in all non-switched cable systems; the cures are
the shielding of TV sets (impractical for present sets but
leasibte f... oew set designs). proper converter designs
in systems using them (feasible), or a shift to a switched
system using only sub-band transmission channels.

(2) Int.rmodulation and harmonic interference
problems occur primarily in augmented-channel

(converter) systems a:1(i become more serious the more
the numhsr of channels per cable is increased. They

are a function of cable frequency allocations, and can
arise both in the cable system and the home converters;
the cures are better cable amplifiers (feasible) plus
proper converter or special cable receiver design
(feasible), special choice of cable channel frequencies
(difficult) or a shift to VHF-only or to switched systems.
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(3) Image interference
This is also primarily a problem in augmented-channel
systems; the cures are special choice of cable channel
frequencies (difficult) and/or proper zonverter design
(feasible), or a shift to VHF laly or switched systems.

(4) Oscillator leakage interfeience
This problem and its cures are roughly the same as (3) for
augmented-channel systems. It has not been a problem in
single- or multi-cable systems using only the 12 standard
VHF chanaels, even though many TV sets have high leakage.

(5) Adiacent-channel interference
This is a problem that affects all non-switched systems
and has been particularly troublesome in non-converter
systems because many TV sets have poor adjacent-
channel rejection characteristics (ithpractical to fix
these existing setsr; the cures are careful control of all
cable s:ngle levels (already standard practice), bt tter
TV set designs for non-converter cable use (feasible but
not a short-term solution), proper converter design in
augmented-channel systems (feasible), or a shift to a
switched system.

(6) CATV "leakage" interference with over-the-air a .:rvic es
The problem of signals leaking (radiating) from a cable and
interfering with off-the-air reception has been confined to the
past to potent, '1 interference with non-cable TV viewers be-
cause only tl'n HF-TV frequencies were carried on most
cable systems. With the newer augmented-channel systems,
there is a potential danger of interference with other non-TV
services (such as air-traffic control) in case of a cable break
az.t: the FCC in the future may proscribe certain frequencies
from cable usage.

In the Malden, Massachusetts cable system an estimated 60 percent of
the service calls are for "tuner" problems, and about half of these are
adjacent-channel problems, usually leading to TV-set repairs or re-
placement.
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C. Multi-Cable Systems

The first means employed to get around the problem of "lost"
channels due to direct pickup of broadcast signals was to install two
or more parallel cables, each carrying different programs on the
same VHF-TV channels. Drops from each cable are brought into each
subscriber's home and connected to a switch which permits the sub-
scriber'to select one cable at a time for connection to his receiver.
This provides a nominal 12 channels per cable, but those channels with
direct pickup problems must be omitted from each cable.

1. &Typical Dual-Cable VHF System

As a typical example;f this type of system, Table 3-1 lists the
selections available on the dual-cable system operating in Malden, Mas-
sachusetts (Malden Cablevision Co.), which include: 15 off-the-air TV
station (nine VHF and five UHF), one local origination channel, two
news wires (character displays), and six FM radio stations carried on
TV sound channels (for reception through the TV set speaker). Note
that since Channels 4,5, and 7 cannot be carried on-channel in the Metro-
politan Boston area because et direct pickup, the Malden system moves these stations to Chan-
nels 10, 11, and 12 of cable "A",substituting the FM radio programs on
Channels 4, 5, and 7 of both cables. Thus to view Channel 4 (WBZ-
Boston), a subscriber must set his cable selector switch to "A" and
tune to Channel 10 on his TV receiver. Malden featuresal3outeight hours
per day of local origination programming (town affairs, school-boy
sports, etc.). and this is carried on Channel 13 of both cables.

2. Cost Data

Installation costs for a multi-cable system are of course greater
than for a single-cable system., how much more depending upon whether
the cables are installed sequentially (upgrading older systems) or all at
one time. Double-tracking an existing cable obviously costs as much or
more than the original cable since labor and material costs tend to keep
rising with time, but two cables can be installed at one time at a cost
about 50 percent greater than for a single cable. No exhaustive analysis
of cable installation costs has been made, but figures for the Malden
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TABLE 3-1

r.;2-1 1112,41.11,11kal (i1.1111 11111 til; 11;
adOMMIewarsaha.40.4.+3...'

TO TUNE IN SET MAL AT

WGI3H Boston 2A

Ca WBZ Boston WA

WHDH Boston 11A

WTEV New Bedford 68

WNAC Boston 12A

TV NEWS SERVICES

UPI News 3A

Stock Market EA

TO TUNE IN SET ow. AT

0 WMUR Manchester 98

D WJAR Providence 108

WENH Durham 118

c3 WPRI Providence 128

WSMW Worcester 9A

WCRB-FM

WJIBFM

WPLM-FM

TO TUNE IN- SET OIAL AT;

ED WSBK Boston 68

113WG8X Boston 38

133 MAO Lowell 219

WK8G Boston SA

Ei MALDEN 13A & B

FM STATIONS

4A WHDH-FM

48

5A

WBOS-FM

WEEI-FM

*QUIN CAStIVISION CO. 04441 anti Illudlos1 112 PIMmt Et. / Witty+ / Mus. 02141 / 324-0620

58

7A

78

Notes: 1.) Channels 4, 5, and 7 have direct-pickup problems and we
carried on cable channels 10, 11, and 12 of cable A.

2.) Channel 13 is a local origination (both cables).

22
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system described above appear to be typical for downstream only plant.*
The Malden system was installed in 1969/70 by Jerrold Electronics

Corporation under a turn-key contract for the entire system. Cable instal-
lation costs were not directly broken out, but it is beheved that the average
cost per mile for 86 miles of dual trunks and feeders (mostly aerial, some
underground) was $5400. The system has an average density of 190 dwell-
ings per mile, and the per-dwelling costs for trunk and feedtr installation
work out at $28.40, to which must be added $32.00 per subscriber drop
(the actual cost in material and labor for installing a dual drop, including
pro-rata share of the cable tap). Thus the tttal per subscriber distribution
cost, assuming 100-percent penetration, is roaghly $60 for VHF-only
carriage (24-channels maximum) without upstream capability.

Although the Malden system can carry frequencies up to 240 MHz,
it is operating VHF-only and has not yet used this super-band capability.
The addition of converters as described in Paragraph 3 below would per-
mit a substantial increase in downstream channel capacity without any
changes in the cable plant. However, retrofit:ing for sub-band upstream
transmission on both cables would add about 30 percent to the trunk and
feeder costs, bringing the per-subscriber cable cost (100-percent penetra-
tion) to abalt $70.

3. Use of Converters in Multi-Channel Systems

As has been discussed, multi-cable systems operating directly
into standard TV sets should provide 12 channels per cable, but lose the
same direct-pickup channels on both cables. Thus a more typical capacity
in upper-market areas is eight or nine channels per cable, down to as
little as five or six in major markets suer. as New York City. and San
Francisco. This hardly provides thc cherinel capacity desired for "wired
nation" services.

Although converter systems will be discussed more fully in the
next section, it should be noted here that their current state-of-the-art
is 21-25 nominal channels per cable, thus adding them to a dual-cable
system immediately jumps usable capacity to the 42-50 channel region
(depending on the type of converter, some of these may be lost due to

Information on the Malden system was obtained in a visit by J. E. Ward,
J. F. Reintjes, and R. G. Rausch on Januaiy 17. 1971.
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direct-pickup, harmonic problems, etc.). In fact, this combination
seems much more promising for obtaining such capacity than fore-
neeable ex.ension: of single-cable convrrter technology, for reasons
which will be explained in Section D below. If converter systems im-
prove to 30 or more channels per cable in the future, combination
dual-rable/converter systems can then provide 60 channels or more.
The other alternative for very large capacity is a switched system
(see Section E).

The addition of converters to a dual-cable system adds about $30
(current price range for 20- to 25-channel converter units) to the other
per-subscriber cablc -plant costs. Using the figure of $70 per subscriber
for a modern two-way, dual-cable plant (from Paregraph 2 above), the
total distribution cost of a dual-cable/converter system with upstream
channel capability is about $100 per subscriber on a 100-perrent satura-
tion basis. This is the figure which is used as a basis for comparison
with the single-cable and switched systems.

4. A Modern System Plan

A new system being planned for Lawrence, Massachusetts, is an
interesting example of current trends, both in high-channel-count and in
two-way technology.* Initially (for the first 2-3 years), the system will
probably operate VHF-only with 24-channel nominal capacity (less perhaps
Channels 7, 9, and 11 due to direct pickup). When suitable ccriverters be-
come available, it is planned that one .:able will be downstream only and
will provide 27 channels (2-13 ancl A-0)between 54 and 252MHz. The other
cable will provide 13 downstream channels (7-0) and will use a getverous
frequency band (from 10-108MHz) for upstream transmission of six video
channels and up to 3,500 data channels. Note that wi.th this assyrnetrical
arrangement, only one cable need be retrofitted for upstream transiassion.
The total of the above is40 downstream channels, but :odications are that
it may be necessary to omit perhaps four of the mid-band channels to
avoid harmonic problems , leaving an estimated 36 usable channels . Although
definite cost figures are of course not yet available, the estimated per-

.i;-rmazwo , rovided by Mr. Thomas G. Polis, Direc.tor of Engnieering,
" r I Iwre.ace Community Antenna.
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subscriber costs for the eventual configuration are very close to $100.
as in Paragraph 3 above.

The Lawrence system is being planned with six completely in-
dependent trunks radiating from ono head-end, with each trunk having
feeder branches in the %meal tree-network structure. One advantage
of this srrangement is that it multiplies the simultaneous upstream
capacity by a factor of six to 36 upstream video channels and up to
21,000 data channels in the probable final configurati.on. It also offers
the possibility of reusing certain channels for different lociil-interest
programs in each of the six trunk systems. Thus this will be a sort
of combination hub/tree network.

D. Au r_asi.s.rIted Cha.ziallyat_e_ms

Uae of subscriber converters to solve the direct-pickup problem
in cable reception dates from late 1965, when shielded VHP-VHF pre-
tuners for the 12 standard VHF channels were first developed by the
International Telemeter Corporation as a solution to the direct-pickup
problem.° The function of these units was to perform the channel tun-
ing in a shielded environment (instead of in the set tuner) and convert
to a "quiet" channel (usually 12 or 13) to which the TV set is left tuned.
Channels 12 and 13 are the best converter-output channels for a variety
of reasons described in Mr. Court's paper, providing rilternate output
channel choices that are adjacent to insure tl..at one or the other of them
will be "quiet" in all areas. Later, conveners were constructed with
the capabil1ty for tuning additional non-VHF frequencies, leading to
greater channel capacity per cable.

1. Characteristics of Present Au mented-Channel Converters
The cable industry has generally adopted a set of nine "mid-band"

cable channels between 120 and 174 MHz (see Table A-III, page A-26),
thus a converter designed to handle these mid-band channels in addition

"Design and Use ot CATV Converters," Patrick R. J. Court,
Information 214.2.1tx, March/April, 1971.
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to the standard 12 VHF channels has a maximum capacity of 21 channels.
Capacity beyond 21 channels is obtained by also using the "super-band"
channels which start at 216 MHz (above Channel 13) and run as high as
cable bandwidth will allow. Since few presently installed cables will
handle frequencies higher than 240-246 MHz, the current state of the
art in tuner-converters is to include the first four or five super-band
channels (216-246 MHz), yielding 25- or 26-channel capacity (these
numbers were also convenient .n converter design; see paragraph Z.
below).

Not all converter designs on the market are of tuner type such
as described above. One "twerless" type block-converts seven mid..
band channels to high-VHF band (Channels 7-13), with a switch to
determine whether the TV set tunes from this group or the standard,
unconverted Channels 7-13. Another type is similar in operation but
block -converts seven suser-band channels to Channels 7-13. Both of
the above yield a 19-channel capacity. Still another unit block-converts
nine mid-band channels to some part of the UHF band for tuning by the
TV-set UHF tuner. This latter unit yields 21 channels, but does not
provide detent-tuning tor the mid-band channels (tuning is the same as
fcr UHF broadcast stations). Since the converted channels are all
adjacent, which they never are in oft-the-air UHF,one might expect
some difficulty in tuning, especially since the selectivity of UHF tuners
is usually not as good ..s that of VHF tuners (actual performance of this
unit in practice has not been investigated). All of the tunerless converters
that convert to the high VHF band are stil1 subject to direct-pickup problems
on the VHF channels, since all tuning is done by the TV receiver.

Table 341 lists some available converters, their conversion schemes,
and total channel capacies. The tunerless converters represent a handy
solution to the probiem of obtaining a few more channels, but will probably
disappear in the long run in favor of the tuner type (greater user conve-
hitnce, more complete solution of interference problems), or new cable
receiver designs which tune cable channels directly, eliminating need for
a converter at all.

.2t
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TABLE 311

CHARACTERISTICS OF AVAILABLE CONVERTERS

TUNERLESS TYPE (Block Converters):

Mfr. Model Conversion Nominal
channels

AEL Comm. Corp. (1)

Tomco Comm., Inc.

Vikoa, Inc.

SuperbandLowden

SB-1

201M

7 Super-Bond to 713

7 Mid-Band to 713

9 Mid-Band to UHF

191.2)

21

TUNER TYPE (Conversion to Channel 12 or 13)1

Mfr. Model
Channels

Total
channelsVHF Mid Super

Craftsman Electronic
Products Corp.

Hamlin Int.

Tomco Comm., Inc.

IV Presentations, int..

Fv25(3)

MCC-100

Cable-
Select II

Ga2 6mut

1.13

2-13

2-13

2-13

9

9

9

4

4

4

5

26

25

25

26

Notes: Requires 258-MHz capobilit,.

Subject to direct-pickup probloms on VHF channels.

A push-button tuner with two banks of 13 iiyttons
each (labeled 1-13 and A-M) and a selector switch
to determine which bank is active (frequency assignment
for channel 1 not given).
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2. Coatutir Costs

Present Z5-chunnel tuner-converter costs are quoted in the range
from S30 to $50 depending on the type and manufacturer. Actually,
converter technology is in a period of transition. Only a few tens of
thousands of converters of all types are yet in use, and although many
of these have been cleverly devised from available VIIF-TV tuner com-
ponents which are standard, highly tooled production items, and thus
reliable and low in cost they do not represmt an optimum solution to
the interehannel interference problems in augmented-channel systems,
or to further expansion of channel capacity. The industry is now
niovitg toward new all-channel desifins which can take iull advantage
of interference rejection rossibilities (see page A-29) and the new
extensions in cable bandwidth (to 300 MHz). Until large-scale pro.
duction builds up over the next few years, such new designs will un-
doubtedly cost more than present 25-channel designs, perhaps in the
$50-60 region.

Assuming that per-subscriber installation cost of a single-cable
trunk and feeder system, including drops, is about $50 on a 100-percent
saturation basis (based on an assumption of two-ihirds of the Lawrence
dual-cable system coats given in Section C above), the addition of con-
verters to provide 25-channel capability (or more) brings the total per-
subscriber cost of an augmented-chantwl, single-cable system to $80-
$100, depending on actual converter cost.

3, Ultimate Sin,le-Cable Ca iacity

There are obvious limits on the maximum number of downstream
charnwls that can be carried on a single cable.

(a) total cable system bandwidth (largely determined by
cable amplifiers,

For example, at least one of the 25-channel tuner-converters is con-
stria.ted from two modified 13-positiob VIII' tuner nwchani s Ma in
.ascade; tne first of which tunes the 12 VIIF channels and the 6eound,
selected be the lIth (UllF)position, tunes 13 mid- and super-band channels.
(P.R.J. Court, Ibid. )
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(b) channels which may be unusable for one reason or
another (interference effects),

(c) channel needs for upstream transmission.

Within the past six months, cable amplifiers giving good per(orm-
ance up to 300 MHz and higher have become available. One series of
cable-mounted trunk and distribution amplifiers, offered by Anaconda
Electronics, incorporates a postage-stamp-sized hybrid amplifier chip
made b.! the Hewlett-Packard Company. This amplifier chip sells for
only $50 and provides excellent performance from 40 to 330 MHz (+1 dB
from linear slope over this range,+0. 3 dB from 40470 MHz), with very
low cross modulation anti second-order intermodulation products ( 89
and -80 d13, respectively).* Thus 300-MHz bandwidth is now a reality.

As discussed in Section 6 of Appendix A (pages A-24 to A-33),
the question of how many usable channels can be fitted into the avto.lable
downstream bandwidth between 40 MHz and 300 MHz on a sine:e cable
remains open. At face value the maximum would be (300 -42)16 It 43
channels, but there are a number of factors which arpear to militate
against obtaining this exact number. These are presented in detail in
Appendix A, and are simply listed here:

(a) Possible proscription of ovate frequencies in the
108-136 MHz region bv 1.'CC/FAA as a possible
hazard to aircraft r-vigation/control.

(b) The present Channels 5 and 6, if retained on
the cable. don't fit into a contiguous-channel allo-catioe scheme.

(c1 Converters to handle such a large number of channels, and
cope with all the interference effects possible in a
bandwidth of almost three octaves, remain to be
demonstrated. Some particular channels may
present =solvable problems and have to be left idle.

It is certain that converter teehn.11ogy will progress beyond :he
present plateau of 25-26 channels, and may reach 30 - 35

BP Specifications "Exhibit C" dated March 15, 1971 for 1..101 -35602A
and HOZ-3602A amplifiers.
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channels in the near future. How close one can come to completely
filling the available bandwidth with usable channels remains to be
seen.

E. Switched S.stems

1. Introduction

The previous sections have discussed progress and prospects in
the extension of traditional CATV technology, which amounts to broad.
castelg on a cable network rather than through the air. At least two
CAW equipment companies have recently decided that the manr com-
plex intetference problems encountered in the frequency multiplexing
of li.rge humbers of TV channels on an imperfect medium (cable) and
the selection among them by subscriber-end "de-multiplexers" (con-
verters and/or TV-set tuners) are better solved, at least in the
urban multi-VHF-station environment, by adoption of a completely
different approach remote channel selection in "centralized"
switching equipment and transmission of only onc :or a few) channtle
per cable at sub-VHF-band frequencies (less than 50 MHz) selected for
minimum interference problems. This of course requires that the sub-
scriber "drops" must be extended to a common point where the selection
switching is performed, instead of simply being tapped into the nearest
point on a multi-channel, frequency-divisthn-multiplex trunk/feeder system
that carries the same signal men:. past all subscribers.

The radiating structure of the drops in switched systems character-
izes them as "hub networks", as opposed to the conventional CATV "tree
nefork". Since the telephone system as a point-to-point communication
service is also a hub network, considerable speculation has developed
about this b imilarity and the possibility of enlarging. and/or merging ftinc-
tions, up to az.d including two-way, point-to-point "videophone" services
on the same broadband subscriber cables used for CATV distribution.
The intvnt of this section is not to address this question per se, but to
comp:.,re the emerging switched-CATV systems with the conventional non-
switched sytitems as a means of distributing large numbers of channels.
Two-way features and possibilities are also noted. Point-to-point switched
video is discussed in Chapter IV.
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The two switched systems to be discussed are the Dial-a-Program"!
system offered by Rediffusion International, Ltd., and the DISCADE"!
(121crete Cable Area Distribution Equipment) offered by Ameco, Inc.,
both of which started trial operations in mid-1970 Dial-a-Program in..
Dennis Port, Massachusetts, and DISCADE in Daly City, California
(now being expanded into a full-scale 20-channel installation by the system
operator)° Because of the important ramifications of this new CATV
concept, theie systems were thoroughly investigated and reported upon
in separate interim memoranda submitted during the course of the study.
Revised versions, based on respective review and comment by Rediffusion
and Ameco, are included here at, Appendices 13 and C and should be re-
ferred to for details of system characteristics and cost analysis. Im-
portant summary information iti presented below.

2. Thc RecliffusinnSALL:progy,
As described in Appendix B, the Rediffusion approach is to perform

channel selection remotely in switching units capable of handling 336 or
more subscribers, and transmit only the one selected channel to the sub-
scriber on a private "drop" wire. A novel feature of the system is the
use of a very low frequency distribution channel (3.19 to 9. 19 MHz) that
can be sent over low-cost twisted wires (instead of coaxial cable) for
distances of up to Z, 000 feet without amplification. The wires are of the
same gauge as the twisted pairs used in telephone systems, but are
constructed in a special configuration called a QwistTM (four wires
twisted together). Figure 3-1 shows two forms of this cable: a single
Qwist used for the final drop into a subscriber's premises, and a
''6-way" feeder Qwist (six Qwists in one sheath) used to extend groups
of subscriber drops to the switching exchange. One wire-pair in each
Qwist was designed for the program channel, the other wire-pair for
switching control. (Rediffusion is currently experimenting with switching
control on the program pair, leaving the other pair completely free for
other uses.)

The present switching exchange design utilizes rotary. mechanical
selectors and permits remote selection of any one of 36 channels. This
could be extended to 72 or 108 channels (or more) either by paralleling
exchanges of the present design, or by redesigning with larger selectors;
in either case without any alteration of the distribution cable network or

Announcement was made in October, 1971, that D1SCADE has also beenselected for a major installation in Salt Lake City.
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Fig. 3-1 QwistTM Distribution Cable (Rediffusion international, Ltd.)
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the subscriber equipment. Thus of all the systems examined, the
Diala-Programsystem seems to easily win the diannel "numbers
game".

In hub networks, total cable-footage required rises much more
rapidly as a.functtoz t.f area served than in tree networks, thus there
is a dual impetus to keep per-foot cable cost low (as Rediffusion has)
and to disperse switching centers to serve relatively small areas.
With 336-subscriber exchanges and a 2, 000-foot maximum "reach" of
subscriber drops, exchange density would be in the range from four
to ten per square mile, depending on living density and penetration.
In analyzing the cost daDial-a-Program installation, the decision was
made that the be.t comparison with non-switekod systems would be
obtained by considering all costs associated with a single exchange
installed in a medium-density single-dwelling area (50 by 100 foot lots)
on a 100-percent penetration basis. The analysis, presented in detail
in Appendix B, includes the exchange equipment plus land and housing
for it, the distribution cable network, subscriber equipment, connecting
inter-exchange trunk, and a 40-percent allowance for multiple sub-
scribers. (Note that those subscribers with more than one TV set which
they wish to use independently require a separate drop and exchange
selector.) Head-end costs were excluded, since these are roughly the
same for all systems.

The resulting distribuUon cost for a 36-channel Dial-a-Program
system is $186 per subscriber. This is considerably higher than the
figures for dual-cable and/or converter systems with comparable
channel count, and must be balanced against the additional features of
the Dial-a-Program system. The channel extension possibilities have
already been mentioned. Another is that there is a ready-made, private
upstream video channel from each :abscriber to the exchange, using
9-15 Iv tiz on the same Qwist pair wed for the downstream channel
(requires additional equipment at both ends). This permits many simul-
taneous originations from all points in the system, and could form the
basis for a point-to-point, two-way videophone service if additional
switching facilities were provided.
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Although the Rediffusion subscriber-selector unit ($31) converts
the cable channel to Channel 12 or 13 for reception on standard TV sets,
it could as easily operate with simplified (tunerless) TV sets by con-
verting to the IF frequency. In fact, Rediffusion estimates 30-percent
cost savings for special receivers incorporating their dial-selector
unit in place of the usual UHF/VHF tuner. Finally, the complete
freedom from all multiplexed-channel interference effects should be
considered.

.1. The Arneco DISCADE System

On close inspection, the DISCADE system described i Appendix C
is found to be a cross-blending of the traditional tree-structured VHF
cable system and a switched, sub-band system as described above.
The DISCADE solid-state switching units (Area Distribution Centers)
are in smaller sizes (8, 16, or 24 subscribers) and are spliced into
aerial or underground cables in the same manner as the usual cable
line amplifiers. The network itself is tree-structured, with trunks
and feeders (called sub-trunks by Armco) laid out in the usual pattern.
The important difference is that these all have ten coaxial cables running
in p.rallel, each carrying two or four channels frequency multiplexed
in a band of frequencies from 5-50 MHz. This provides either 20 or
40 channels total. Because of this low range of channel frequencies,
smaller coaxial cables can be used than in VHF or augmented-channel
systems, thus cost per mile for the network is not much greater than
for a modern dual-cable system (Ameco estimates $11, 000 per mile for
trunk, $7, 500 per mile for sub-trunk, including switch housings,and
that the typical ratio of sub-trunk to trunk footage is 10:1).

Each subscriber has a $15 selector-converter unit and single
coaxial drop cable (up to 2, 000 feet) to the nearest Area Distribution
Ccnter (ADC). The largest element of cost is that one 10-pole solid-
state swaching module must be plugged in to the ADC for each connected
subscriber, and these cost $60 each. As in the Rediffusion Dial-a-Program
system, multiple TV sets in a single dwelling require separate selectors,
drops, and switch modules if thcy are to be used independently. Details
of the hybrid space/frequency selecion switching are presentee in
Appendix C.
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The cost analysis of the DISCADE system was carried out under
exactly the same assumptions as for the Dial-a-Program system, and
resulted in a figure of $113 per subscriber, very close to the figures
for dual-cable and augmented-channel systems of comparable channel
count. For comparison with the Rediffusion system, the present im-
plementation does not include any upstream channels, nor has a definite
plan been stated by Ameco. Some ideas as to how upstream capabilities
could be implemented are described in Appendix C, but there is no way
to estimate the costs involved. The network and switching arlangement
dves not seem to lend itself as easily as the Rediffusion system to any
futltre requirements for point-to-point two-..v..y services. Also, in-
crease in channels beyond 40 would require one additional trunk and sub-
trunk cable throughout the system per four channels added, 1..lus either
design of new ADC's and larger switching modules, or parallehng of the
present units ir. some way.

On the plus side, DISCADE shares with Dial-a-Program almost com-
plete immunity to the interferen:e effects in the usual multiplexed-channel
VHF systems, and the ability tu use simplified (tunerless) TV receivers.
One such application of DISCADE at Disneyworld, Florida, is described
in Appendix C. Also, the DISCADE system has the advantage that all
its equipment is cab3e-mounted, requiring no real estate to install large
switching equtpment. Further, it haems mnre flexible in regard to
growth from low to high penetration, since trunks and sub-trunks could
be installed throughout an area at about the same per-mile "wire-up"
costs as present dual-cable VHF systems (if Ameco's figures are correct),
with ADC's being installed only where and when needed to meet actual
subscriber hook-up requirements. The Rediffusion exchanges, on the
other hand, would have to all (or mostly all) be installed at the outset
because they are part of the trunk system, and require ground real estate
which would need considera4le advance planning and preparation for
acquisition, particularly in already settled communities.

The two systems are basically alike in concept, however, and their
present technology can and probably will metamorphose as needed to be
competitive and to meet any actual or expected demands for two-way data
and/or video communications services.
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CHAPTER IV

TWO-WAY CONSIDERATIONS AND SYSTEMS

A. Introduction

This chapter discusses the emerging technology of two-way
communication on CATV cables ztrid prospects for the future. Except
for a few experimental installations and trials during the past year
or so, existing cable plants are only equipped with one-way downstream
amplifiers in the trunk lines for the normal TV distribution band from
54 to /l6+ MHz. By use of suitable frequency splitters at each down-
stream amplifier location, it has been found possible to add amplifiers
to selectively transmit frequencies below this band (i.e., from roughly
5-40 MHz) in the upstream direction. A number of CATV equipment
manufacturers are now beginning to offer such devices, either for new
systems or the upgrading of older ones, with the exact frequency range
provided varying with the manufacturer.

The availability of say 30 MHz of upstream bandwidth permits up
to five 6-MHz upst..eam channels, some of which can be used for remote
TV originations from any point in the system and some for a variety of
digital data purposes. Whether five upstream channels is sufficient
depends upon what services one wants to provide. To go beyond this,
some proposals are to install a separate cable wi.,n full upstream band-
width, use a greater share of one or both cables in dual-cable instal-
lations, or as in the Rediffusion Dial-a-Vision switched system, provide
a separate upstream channel from each subscriber to his program
exchange. Whatever the needs, it is clear that substantial upstream
cable capacity can be provided within the state of the art and within a
factor of two (or less) of the cost of downstream-only configurati.ms.

See for example: "The Real World of Technological Evolution in Broadband
Communications", II. J. Schlafly, report prepared for the Sloan Commission
on Cable Communications, September, 1970.
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B. Upstream Television Channels

The first paragraph below discusses the current trends in the
industry, i.e., what is now possible or will be shortly. The second
paragraph treats the question of expanding CATV systems to include
full two-way, private video tranernission on a subscriber-to-subscriber
basis and concludes that this would be very expensive and would not
fit within tree-structured CATV systems.

I. Present Capabilities

The most obvious uGe for an upstream TV capability is to permit
cablecast originations from any point in the system, transmitting the
camera signal back to the head-end or the cable-casting studio for
taping and/or live retransmission on a regular downstream channel for
general viewing. Needs for such service can probably be satisfied by
a few upstream channels on an occasional-usage basis.

The next level of service is to provide certain restricted-access,
subscriber-origination video transmission services not connected with
general CATV program distribution, such as the interconnection of
TV-visual services between schools, municipal or police visual nets,
etc. This would add to the needs ;or upstream channels, both in the
number of simultaneous channels required, and in average usage.
Note also that in order to provide such point-to-point or "one-to-few"
services passing through the head-end, a controlled-access downsream
channel is reauired for each upstream channel so used. An interesting
example of this clasi of service is a community conference .4vukup
permitting a controlled group of subscribers (the conferees) to view and
participate verbally with their chairman (another subscriber who has a
camera and means for controlling viewing access). Such a system is
being developed by Vicom Industries, Inc., Dexter, Michigan, and as
described in Scctiou C below, they plan to use three upstream and three
downstream TV channels (plus additional audio and data channels) to
provide for three such conference hookups simultaneously.

01,44
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2. The Cloudy Future

i3eyond the above types of video services that can now or very
shortly be offered, there has been speculation about personal pqint-
to-point video services, such as remote medical diagnosis, general
"video-phone" service, etc. These of course imply permanent
installation of cameras and cable modulators at subscriber locations,
which would represent a major cost escalation by at least $500
per subscriber even when such devices are in large-scale production,
and perhaps more. More important from the viewpoint of the cable
plant, the number of independent two-way channels needed would be
far in excess of the foreseeable extensions of present cable technology,
except perhaps for thc Rediffusion Dial-a-Program system. Note how-
ever that in the Rediffusion system as presently implemented, the
individual two-way subscriber lines have a "reach" of only 2,000 feet
and the largest hub is 336 lines, which is a rather small base for a
generahzed point-to-point switching network (the balance of inter-
exchange lines to subscriber lines would be very poor). Whether or
not the subscriber lines were extended (with two-way amplifiers and/or achange to coaxial cable) to permit larger hubs, total switching gear at
least comparable in complexity to the usual 10,000-subscriber telephone
exchang.: would be needed within a typical head-end, since the switching
requirements would be the same.

Large-scale point-to-point switching apparatus for 6-MHz channels
is probanly feasible, particularly if the signals can be handled at baseband-
video or at very low carrier frequencies such as used by Rediffusion and
Ameco. The sell System already can switch 1-MHz Picturephone signal onmodified No. 5 crossbar and ESS equipment, and solid-state video cross-bar switches (116 by 211 lines) have been constructed for NASA.
Large-sc3.1e broadband switchgear would have to be developed, however,
and would certainly be more costly than present telephone switchgear.
Also, interconnections between exchanges would require broadband
trunk circuits (in the telephone system sense) which waild become ex-
tremely costly as the size of the interconnected system expands (one
6-MHz channel occupies the same bandwidth as 1,000 voice-grade tele-
phone charnels). Minimum investment costs far the most modern
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long-haul terrestrial telecommunications systems are $1,750 per
cnannel-mile for 6-MHz television channels (TD-2 Microwave Relay).*
Present proposals for a domestic satelite (with a backup satelite) are
based on providing eight 6-MHz TV channels (or 10,560 voice chan:91s)
at an investment cost of $47 million. Annual lease of a two-way TV
circuit (two channels) is expected to be $1.8 million, or $5,000 per
day (from FCC filings by GT and E/Hughes, 1970).

In this connection, one study by Comp Ian Associates, Inc.**hasesti-

mated the added capital cost of a complete nationwide 1..MHz Picturephone
service serving 100 million subscriers to be $3,000 per subscriber,
about five times greater than the investment in the existing voice-grade
telephone system, and that a 6-MHz 3ervice on the same basis would
cost about 1.2 trillion dollars ($12,000 per subscriber). In hothestimates,
"out-of-plant" and local exchange costs (subscriber lines and terminals,
and first-level switching) account for one-third to one-half of the total,
thus two-way 6-MHz "videophone" service just within a typical CATV
head-end (10,000 subscribers) would cost at least $4,000 per subscriber,
perhaps 20 times more than the most probable types of CATV configura-
tions over the next few years.

It should be noted that no analysis comparable to that of the
Comp lan study has been made for generalized point-to-print services
during the course of this study. Whether the estimates presented above
are correct or not, however, it is clear that the cost multiplier for
expansion of CATV systems to include generalized point-to-point
switched "videophone" service is quite large and that a hub-type net-
work would be required.

"Investment cost of Terrestrial Long-Haul Telecommunications
Facilities", R. D. Swensen, IEEE Transactions on Aerc space and
Electronics Systems, Vol. AES-7, No. 1, January, 1971, pp. 115-121.

** President's Task Force on Communications Policy, Staff Paper I,
Part 2, Appendix I, Clearinghouse No. PB 184413, June, 1969.
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C. Di4ttal Chanoels for ContraLBankariug,..2militLt Services

There is a wide range of services one can imagine for digital
communication via the cable plant. Some of the si.npler ones include
providing the head-end with information concerning the operation of
the cable plant via equipment sensors, or the monitoring of the tuner
of each subscriber to gather viewing statistics. Several test instal-
lations of this sort are now in progress, and new equipments for those
purposes are now coming on the market. Moreover, if current computer
communications techniques are eroployed, it is possible to provide
(in order of ascending cost) suqh services as push-button opinion samples
or vot1n4, meter reading, data entry and retrieval from local or remote
data banks, electronic mail. and so forth. In the remainder of this
section an attempt will be matk to examine the technical feantres and
costs of successively more complex systems.

lit CarlintaiGitillIfil a treesstructuredCATV cable is has f.d on the cencept
of a shared oarty line, with subscriber stations speaklng only when
spoken to, i. upon receipt of an addressed message. Herein lies
one of 11.e interestmp, problems in devising high-,:iata-rate channels
how to avoid a high overhead in lost channel time due to the variation in
tound-trip transmission time as a function of subscribvr distance, at
the same time preventing any possibility cif response overlaps. This
issue is thscussed in the first paragraon below, which includes a pro-
Nsik! :ar a compensating delay achkone. Subsequent paragraphs discuss
the character:sties of three new two-way digttal syr.enis, in order of
increasing sophistication. The final paragraph discusses the privacy

1. An Apnrsach ta.1.:astreato Communication

T!..is note ir.dic ates some factors which influence upstream chgital
dat.i rates f.sr a treysconfigured cable communication system. It is shown
that data rates close to absolute maximums can be achieved for two dif-
ferent voes of systems with very modest equipment. In order to determine

w=14*

u..published memorandum prepared by Professor James K. Itoberw,
1 971
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data rates it is necessary to assume certain parameters for the system
under study. These assumptions are not restrictive since rates which
depend on them can be readily scaled to determine the performance of
different size systems.

The system under study is assumed to have a single one-megabit-
persecond digital channel devoted to upstream communication1 as well
as a downstream channel used to poll the subscriber stations. The
average oownstream data rate required for polling is low, so this
channel can also be used for communication with subscriber stations
or fc.r other unrelated functions. The system serves 10,000 subscribers,
and the one-way cable distance from the head end to the most remote
station is 10 miles.

The simplest system is one where all subscribers are polled
sequentially, with a fixed time slotted for reply. This approach limits
the maximum upstream data rate of any single subscriber to 106
100 bits per second. This rate is an asymptotic limit which can be
closely approached only if some method is incladed to minimize effects
of cable delays.

If no additional delays are introduced at subscriber stations, mes-
sages provided in response to polling will be delayed by the round-trip
cable transit time between the head end and the subscriber station.
This delay depends on the velocity of signal propogation in the cable, and
has a maximum value of 150 as for a 10-mile system using cable with
average characteristics. Assuming no compensating techniques are
used, this maximum delay represents a dead time overhead which must
be included as part of every response interval. The total length of a
response interval is dependent on the length of the message transmitted
by the subscriber etations each time they are addreb.l. If a 150-bit
message is transmitted by each station, the dead-time overhead reduces
the effective average bit rate to 50 bits per second. A message length
of I, 500 bits would be required to increase the average rate to 90
percent of its asymptotic value, or 90 bits per second. (The above
assumes a storage capacity in the terminal far the required message
length.)

41.
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System complexity can be reduced if some form of compensation.
is used which reduces the local memory required to achieve a given
fraction of the asymptotic bit rate limit. Ono approach is to adjust
the actual polling interval as a function of the distance of the station
being polled. The required timing information could be stored in the
computer which is presumably located at the hea.1 end. This method
expands the memor; requirements at the head end and also complicates
any schemes which time share polling with other functions on a single
downstream cable.

A second approach would be to introduce in each subscriber station
a compensating delay between the time it detects a pole and the time it
starts to respond. Stations located near the head end of the cable
would be adjusted for a 150 us delay, while the most remote stations
would have no delay. If delays were corzectly chosen, responses would
always be detected at the head end 150 us fullowing polling, and the maxi-
mum data rate could be achieved with a constant-frequency, overlapped
polling technique. While this method can conceptually be used with no
local storage, the minimum practical storage is determined by in-
accuracies in the compensating delay. If it is assumed that the delay
time can be controlled to within 10 us (certainly realistic for simple one-
shot type circuits), the actual bit rate becomes 9910 of the asymptotic
value with 100 bits of local storage.*

Once the dead-time overhead has been minimized, further increases
in c..pacity are possible only by limiting the nuiaber oi users who may
simultaneously use the system to some fraction of the total number of
subscribers. Assume a system which limits the number of simultaneous
users to 1,000. Such a system might be organized as follows. A basic
time period which allows time for 1,000 equal-length responses is se-
lected. (This time is determined by allowable dead-time overhead and
delay time uncertainties as desc '-ied earlier.) If the system is free

Some people have proposed a cable configuration which would achieve
much this same efiect. This would be to send responses downstream
to the farthest end of the cable where they would be returned to the
head-end on a separate upstream cable. Signal splitting at the
feeder/trunk nodes would be quite complicated, however.
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of all users, all subscribers are sequentially polled to determine if
they wish to get on the system. A complete polling sequence requires
10 basic time periods to poll all 10,00C stations. When station A in-
dicates that it wants regular service, it will be assigned the first
response time of each interval, thus assuring uniformly staggered
response Intervals and an asymptotic bit rate of 1,000 bits per second
to station A. Other stations .sre polled sequentially during the remain-
ing 999 segments of each basic interval, so that slightly more than 10 inter-
vals are required to poll all out-of-service stations. As more stations
join the system, they are assigned definite zesponse intervals, and the
average rate of polling out-of-service stations decreases. Thus the
frequency at which an out-of-service station is polled indicates the
degree of loading on the system. When the system is accommodating
I, 000 users, it indicates its busy status by never polling out-of -service
stations. Stations which cease responding will be returned to out-of-
service status to prevent their blocking the system.

Many alternative btrategies exist. For example, active stations
could receive either more frequent or longer intervals for data trans-
mission when the system is lightly loaded. The disadvantage is that a
more sophisticated subscriber station is requireo to take advantage of
the variable data rate available to it. With the systcm approach described
above, users are assured a known data rate, v..th uniformly timed inter-
vals for data transmission, whenever they gs rt access to the upstream
cable. lf higher upstream data rates are required at any location, multiple
stations can be employed.

Z. Vikoa incorporated

The system developed by Vikoa appears to have been designed
specifically for monitoring the channel being viewed by the subscriber.
The system is very slow in comparison to others, requiring 116 mill-
seconds to poll a single subscriber-response unit for a 5-bit binary
number providing for up to 32 different responses. The basic system
incorporates a two-level addressing scheme, with 30 groups of 30
subscribers each, or 900 subscribers per outbound command channel.
More subacribers can be serviced by frequency multiplexing additional
independent command channels. The polling process takes place as
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follows; the command channel transmits two five-bit characters,using
five-frequency tone modulation, to identify the sub-group and subscriber;
the next 5 bit times (83.5 ms) are allocated to the response data from
the transponder within the subscriber home. This response is trans-
mitted serially using frequency shift keying (FSK) at 60 bits per second.

This system can also be expanded to include alarm monitoring
systems and error detection monitors for the cable plant itself. It
would be possible to add several bits to the transponder response se-
quence and theleby interrogate a small set of push buttons on the sub-
scriber unit. At the six-per-second poll rate, however, 1.9 minutes
would be required to read the response flom all 900 subscribers. This
appears to be the limit of the capabilities of the system, and expansion
to higher data rates is not possible within this framework. The expected
cost of the subscriber unit is $30.00.

3. Electronic Industrial Enczineerine, Inc.

The EIE system has been designed for limited two-way ligital
communication with as many as 30,000 subscribers, and differs from
the other systems described in this section in that the control unit and
digital encoder are located at the cable tap not in the subscriber's
home. A dual drop is used: one for video program distribution and one
for digital signals. Since the unit is designed for use with either con-
vener systems or dual-cable VHF-only plants, it does not include a
converter. Currently configured systems include a four-button opinion
polling device and a set monitor, but this system can be expanded to
include meter reading, cable telemetry, alarm systems and general-
purpose keyboards.

The system is designed to use a downstream control channel in
the FM band (88-108 MHz) and a rcturn channel at 2 MHz. Each poll
consists of a 15-bit subscriber address and a 15-bit command. The
response is 128 bits of data which includes the I 5-bit subscriber ad-
tiees:r. as an identification. All data transfers are performed on a

EIE feels that this set-up provides for easier servicing and canmaintain return-channel security.

44
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time-division-multiplex basis which allows 30,000 subscribers to be
polled in 22 seconds. Current costs for the subscriber unit are $1,000
per subscriber, but projected costs range from $150 to $200 per sub.
scriber when mass produced.

4. Vicom

The most extensive two-way system concept of those discussed
here is that being tested and demonstrated by Vicom.* The Vicom system
is intended to be a complete interactive digital system and has provisions
for channel-usage control, data transmission and on-line interaction with
the viewing audience (including both keyboard and audio response); all
controlled by a computer located at the head-end. Two channels are re-
quired to operate the system: the outbound command and control channel
operates at a one-megabit rate and transmits 20-bit werds at 40,000
words per second to the subscriber terminals. These words are inter-
preted as either data for a terminal, commands to a terminal, or the
polling of a termini.1 for a response. In any case, the terminal is expected
to respond to every poll with its addre.4. and a single data character, and
returti response is at the same one-megabit rate.

The home terminal provides (1) basic keyboard entry via 12 mo-
mentary contact keys, (2) a microphone for audio responses, (3) a later
model will have storage for up to 16 alphanumeric characters to be dis-
played on tEe TV-set screen, and (4) a 25-channel converter that may be
enabled/di....bled under head-end control. Provision is also
made for attaching a variety of 'peripheral devices to the terminal as
demanded by the application. These peripherals consist of:

V^

Details of the Vicom system were obtained in a visit to their plant in
Dexter, Michigan, by J. E. Ward and R.G. Rausch on February 25,1971. We were most cordially welcomed by Mr. Harold W. Katz,
President, and all features to be described were demonstrated to usby means of a five-subscriber hookup within the plant. The computein use was a DEC PDP-8 (about $10,000 plus a special comn-ainica-
tions itueriace), but a system using a slightly larger compute:- was
6inder 6 .:nstruction. They estimated computer capital cost at about$5 to $15 per subscriber, depending on the type of data service
rendered, based on 4,000 subscribers. Present cost of the home ter-
minal with capabilities a:: described here is $265, with a projected
cost in large-scale production of about $135.
Since this was written, Telecable, Inc. (a Norfolk, Va. -based MSO)has announced a test uf the Vicon, terminal in Overland 7ark, Kansat .with two-wr.y cable facilities produced by EIE. The tests involvehome instruction for disabled children, and home shopping demonstra-tions in cooperation with Sears Roebuck,
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(I) Video cameras
(Z) Full-screen alphanumeric generators
(3) Hard-copy printers
(4) Full keyboard typewriters.

A key feature of the Vicorn system is the head-end control of
who may view any channel. This is accomplished by automatically
disabling the converter whenever its channel selector is moved and

nding the number of the newly selected channel to the head-end as
a response to the next poll. The converter can only be re-enabled by
receipt of an enable command from the head-end computer. This is
designed for ready impl.mentation of pay-TV and also for controlled-
group conferences, as described in the preceding section. The sys-
tem permits transfer of access-control over a given channel to any
subscriber, for instance, the chairman of a conference connection.
This control includes the enabling and disabling of the microphones of
other rubscribers on an individual basis. Thus a person may irdicate
his desi re. to speak by rushing a button, but can do so only after the
proper Lnable command is transmitted to his terminal by whoever has
control. This control over audio signals is importani because the
audio channels are handled on a party-line basis.

In order to control the data flow for the rrogramming associated
with this equipment, a pair of channels is allocated for the command and
response functions. The downstream channel is presently located in the
108-114 MHz band, and the upstream channel is 6-10 MHz. All of the
data transmission is on a time-division-multiplex (TDM) basis, and a
word consists of LO one-microsecond bits. Each terminal is addressed
at a rate which depends upon the particular application requested by the
subscriber, and is controlld by the head-end computer. The rate varies
from the order of once per second to five per second for routine polling,
and for full-screen display modes, up to 5.000 words per second can be
transmitted to a single subscriber (this can be extended to 30,000 words
per seccnd if required).

In general, the V icom system seems to provide a wide range of sub-
scriber interaction and to have a great potential for data tr4nsmission
both to and from the subscriber. Currently the system is designed for
single-cable use and provides 25 forward video channels, 3 reverse
video channels, 3 reverse audio channels, and 1 forward and 1 reverse
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digital channel. This implies that no more than three party line con-
versations can take place at a time. Vicom stated however that their
system could be used with any cable configuration, including the Redif-
fusion switched system, and channel mix is flexible. The number of
party-line interactions is not limited to three by the terminal design.

For the purpose of illustrating the potentials for such a system
as that configured by Vicom, consider the following system: 4,000
subscribers and a cable plant which yields a worst-case distance from
head-end to subscribers of 5 miles, or a round-trip cable delay of
7 5 p.s. Command and data could be formatted in 20-bit characters
as follow P'

Command (I)

I Bit 12 Bits 7 Bits

I I I Addressj Command

Data (2) I 0 Modifiel data data
kolimm.14.0NO. k.....v...vnagma

3-bits 8-bits 8-bits

Format (I) above can be used to transmit commands to the sub-
set ier terminal such as: enable channel, set inbound channel A,
enable voice, prepare to transmit/receive data, etc. Format (2) above
can be used to transmit data to a previously addressed terminal. As-
suming that asynchronous communications conventions would be used
the total number of bits transmitted per word would be 23; 1 start bit,
20 data bits, and 2 sty bits. With asynchronous conventions, the
time between characters is only restricted to being not less than 2 bit
times but may be longer to account for cable delays or longer terminal
responses.

For the remaining computations we will assume that the home
terminals have a built-in delay mechanism such that cable delays may
be ignored (except for a 10 ifs accuracy limit) and polls sent continuously.**
Then the transmission of a sirgle poll command would require 23 bit
tiiiie5 plus 10 ifs. sr a total of 33 ifs for a I-megabit transmission speed.

Vicom considers the details of its message coiing proprietary; thisis our estimate of how it might be organized.**As
described in paragraph 1 above.
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The resultant poll rate is 30,000 polls per second which could be usedto provide a 7. 5 character per second data channel to all 4, 000 sub-scribers. If we assume that the background user need not be polledmore often than once per second if his set is on and once every fiveseconds if his set is off, the peak minimum poll rate would be 4, 000subscribers/second with an excess capability of 26, 000 polls per secondwhich could be allocated to various subscribers on a demand basis fordata entry and retrieval, yielding an ultimate capacity of 50,000 char-acters per second.

If on the other hand, we assume that cable delays must be al-lowed for (i.e., that the computer must always wait for a responsebefore sending a new poll), the time per poll must be that for the most,distant subscriber: 23 + 75 ;* 100 p.s. This yields an effective pollrate of I0,000 polls per second; subtracting 4,000 polls as the minimumrate we get an excess capability of 6,000 polls per second to be allo-cated on demand. Ordering of the poll sequence on the basis of thedistance of each subscriber can improve this figure somewhat, and iswhat Vicom plans to do, but the desirability of a system of eliminatingthe problems of cable delays should be obvious.
5. Privacy Issues on the Cable*
Privacy of communications is a subject that has recently beenreceiving more attention. Most techniques for digital communicationson a cable involve a greater potential ior eavesdropping than exists withthe telephone system. This is because most CATV systems involvepiping all communications going ovet the cable into the premises ofeach subscriber where his terminal picks off only those messagesintended to: him. This means that any subscriber can listen into anyother messages by adapting his terminal or replacing it with anotherone designed for eavesdropping. In a cable digital system such as thosedescribed above, someone who wants to can listen to all the messages onthe system with only one devi;ie, particularly if there is only one digitalchannel that is time-division multiplexed (TDM) among all the users.

Prepared by Paul J. Fox, EE graduate student.
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It is not enough however, to say that a cable digital system pro-
vides less security than the telephone system. The telephone system
does not provide complete security. Wiretapping is not unduly com-
plicated for someone who really wants to. The relevant question is
whether there are a substantial number of people who would undertake
the effort needed to eavesdrop on a cable system but not a telephone
system, for obtaining useful infcrrnation fzom listening to a TAM digital
channel is non-trivial. One has to decode the addi easing or timing
procedure and other signai protocols. While not overly difficult it does
require a serious commitment of time and effort to understand what one
is intercepting. There is however, one funds nental difference between
the telephone system and a cable digital syste. n. Any eavesdropping on
the telephone system must involve connection somewhere of a physical
device which can be detected and found if one is willing to devote enough
time and effort to the project. Any subscriber to a cable system does
not need a special physical device or connection to listen to his neighbors
messages only modification of the legally connected device he already
has and even if a special connection were used, it would be much more
difficult to detect its presence electrically because of the party-line con-
figuration. For those cases in which security of a cable system is im-
portant, the digital nature of the messages makes it easy to add cryptographic
devices to the system, in fact, this has already been provided for in the
Vicom system.

The above remarks of course percain to a tree-structured cable net-
work. If a hub-type network is employed with space switching, privacy
problems are little different than in the telephone system.



APPENDIX A

INTER-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE AND THE
CABLE-FREQUENCY ALLOCATION PROBLEM

1. Introduction

The CATV industry, in its effort to break uut of the traditional
pattern of 12 channels (or less) per cable, has only recently begun to
make use of channel frequencies that are different from the standard
VHF-TV channels for which all TV receivers are designed. The
initial move in this direction was to take advantage of 66 MHz of un-
used bandwidth that was already being carried in all cable systems
that between the upper edge of the FM band (108 MHz) and the lower
edge of Channel 7 (174 MHz). By general industry acceptance (but
not specific standardization), a "mid-band" has been defined from
120 - 174 MHz, divided into 9 channels designated A through H
(the 108 -120 MHz region is apparently avoided beeause of possible
interference effects of cable leakage on aeronautical radio and navi-
gation service,;, although these services actually extend to 136 MHz).
Use of these mid-band frequencies, which requires a special channel
converter device at each subscriber TV location, permits 21-channel
canacity (12 VHF plus 9 mid-band), and a. few cable systems now
offer such service.*.

Once started.on this tack, it was natural to define a "super-
band" starting at 216-MHz ithe upper edge of Channel 13), witi, the
upper limit of this esSentially open-ended. Many of the newer cable
systems are engineered to carry frequencies up to 240 MHz, permit-
ting four super-band channels (I through L) and 25-channel t,,tal capac-
ity (with appropriate converters). With 300-MHz cable technology now

A variety of conversion schemes have been developed fo. mid-band.
Some are simple block-corm erters which transpose the mid-br.nd to
UHF or to high-band VHF for selection by the respective tunera of
the TV receiver. Others are complete 21-channel tuners (more ii
super-band is included) which perform the channel selection and
convert to an unused VHF channel, to which the TV receiver is left
tuned. (See Section D, Chapter III).

A-1
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becoming available, the super-band can be extended to provide nine
additional channels M through U, or a total of 35 channels per cable
(with mid-band as presently defined). Similarly, a "sub-band" has
been defined in the region below 50 MHz, with the general consensus
that this band will be used for urstream channels (signals moving
from the subscribers toward the head end). Some proposals are for
four upstream channels between 6 and 30 MHz, but no general agree-
ment has been reached as yet on channel assignments or usage, and
the first upstream experiments are barely under way.

Unfortunately, adding these extra channels on a cable can and
does raise problems of inter-channel interference that do not arise with
use of only VHF Chonnels 2 through 13 (either broadcast or on the
cable), largely because the frequencies for these VHF channels were
chosen by the FCC partly on the basis of avoiding such problems.
The intent of this discourse is not to say that these inter-channel inter-
ference problems are unsurmountable in aurnented-channel cable
systems, but to clearly deft:it them, explain how they come about,
and point out the precautions that must be taxen in the design of sub-
scriber equipment (converters or special cable receivers) and in the
final agreement on cable-chamel frequencies.

Since most of the interference questions revolve around the
basic U. S. 6-MHz television channe, standard and the carrier fre-
quencies assigned within it, this subject is taken up first in Section
2, followed by a brief background in Section 3 on the historical devel-
opment of the VHF alloeations. The inter-channel interference effects
are then discussed in detail in Section 4, including examples of their
impact on the rules adopted by the FCC for geographic separations of
channel assignments in VHF and UHF television broadcasting.

Cable systems are alec, subject to two other interference prob-
lems not found in TV broadcasting: the leakaAe of strona, local TV
station signals inLo the caLle or receivers to interfere with cable
signals (a real protlem in present cable s-ystems), and the leakage
(radiation) of signals out of the cable to interfere with other radio
frequency services (a potential problem in the use of non-VHF.TV
channels). These problems are discussed in Section 5.
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Finally, Section 6 discusses the intensive industry/government
debate just getting under way on frequency allocations for broadband
cable systems.

2, The 6-MHz Television Channel

The origins of 6-MHz channel bandwidth standard for U. S. TV
are rather interesting. In the early 1930's, the first experimental
television systems used the same double-sideband amplitude modula-
tion technique that is still used in AM radio. The highest picture
frequency component then transmitted was 2.5 MHz, and the picture
signal thus required a 5-MHz channel, with the picture carrier in the
center. To provide space for the sound signal, an extra 1-MHz was
tacked onto the high side of this picture channel to create a total
6-MHz channel, with the FM sound carrier 0.25 MHz below the upper
band edge (as it is now).

In the late 1930's, vestigal-sideband modulation techniques were
perfected which permitted an increase in picture component frequencies
(and thus in picture resolution) without increasing the 6-MHz channel
bandwidth. With the change to vestigal-sideband modulati'n, all but
0.75 MHz of the lower picture sideband was eliminated and it became
possible to move the picture carrier down to 1.25 MHz above the lower
band edge (as it is now) and use modulation frequencies up to 4 MHz in
the upper sideband. This of course obsoleted all existing receivers,
but only a handful had yet been produced (television broadcasting was
still largely experimental). Although these revised standards in 1939-
40 were for monochrome transmission at only 441 lines per frame,*
the 6-M1 lz channel and the sound and picture carrier assignments
within it have survived both the later increase to a 525-line standard
in the 1940's (again obsoleting prior receivers) and the addition of com-
patible color :ransmission in 1953.

*"Principles
of Television Engineering," D. G. Fink, McGraw-Hill,

1940.

54Z

.1 C...
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In regard to cc lor, the :najority technieal opinion up to the late
1940's and early 1950's was that either a wider channel (perhaps 12 MHz)
or a slower picture frame rate would have to be adopted in order to
transmit each picture frame as three separate, field-sequential red,
blue, and green images, as wae then thought to be required for recon-
struction of a color picture at the television receiver. Indeed, the
quite controversial color television standard initially adopted by the
FCC in September, 1(150, was a field-sequential "color-wheel" system
with scanning standaris quite different from those in use for mono-
chrome receivers the.i in the hands of the public. Tht subsequent
intensive industry/government effort which found that it was possible
to develop and standardize by December, 1953, a new method of color
transmission that fitted the 6-MHz bandwidth and was compatible with
the existing monochrome standards was a major engineering feat and
finally got color TV off the ground. This dot-sequential system re-
tains ..he standard monochrome picture modulation as a brightness
signal (for either monochrome or color sets), and inserts a third
carrier at 3.5795 MHz above the picture carrier to carry all color-
related information needed by color receivers, but which can be
ignored by monochrome receivers. The only change made in the pre-
vious monochrome standards was a 30-50 percent reduction in ampli-
tude of the sound aignal relative to the picture signals so as to reduce
the possibility of any interference of the sound signal with the color
carrier (the sound carrier and the new color carrier are only separated
by 0.93 MHz in frequency). The final transmission standard which as in
use today is shown in Fig. A-1.

The gist of the above is that in the period 1937-1953, three major
modifications were made in U.S. televlAion transmission techniques to
raise picture quality and add color, and by improved know-how and
clever engineering, each of these modifications was accomplished with-
out changing the basic 6-MHz channel bandwidth that had been chosen in
the early 1930's for quite different transmission techniques. That is
not to say, however, that all aspects of the present U.S. television
standards are necessarily what one would now choose if it were ever
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Fig. A-1 The NTSC Color Television Channel

;
System; No. of

iLines

Ch. width
MHz

Vision
bandwidth
MHz

Vision/sound
separation
MHz

Vestigial
sideband
MHz

Vision
modulo
lion

Sound
modulo..
tion

A 405 5 3 -3.5 0.75 Pos. AM
8 625 7 5 +5.5 0.75 Neg. FM
C 625 7 5 +5.5 0.75 Pos. AM
D 625 8 6 +6.5 0.75 Neg. FM
E 819 14 10 + 11.15 2 Pos. AM
F 819 7 5 +5.5 0.75 Pos. AM
G 625 8 5 +5.5 0.75 Neg. FM
H 625 8 5 +5.5 1.25 Neg. FM
1 625 8 5.5 +6 1.25 Neg. FM
K o25 8 6 +6.5 0.75 Neg. FM
1 625 8 6 +6.5 1.25 Pos. AM
M 525 6 4.2 +4.5 0.75 Neg. FM
N 625 6

_i_.
4.2 +4.5 0.75 Neg._, FM

Notes: 1.

2.

Field frequency: System M, 60 cycles per second, all other systems
50 cycles per second.

Picture frequency; System M, 30 cycles per second, all other systems
25 cycles per second.

line frequency: System A, 10.125 kHz, systems E and F, 20.475 kHz,
system M, 15.75 kHz, all other systems, 15.625 kHz.

4. U.S. stendard is system M.

5. From Cf...1.R. Report 308, Xth Plenary Assembly, Geneva, 1963.

Fig. A-2 Characteristics of Television Systems in Use Throughout 'fie World
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possible to make a change. Three-quarters of the countries in the
world have opted for better picture resolution by adopting higher line
counts (625 or 819 lines), higher picture frequencies (5 or 6 MHz)
and wider channels (7 or 8 MHz), although the one-quarter of the
countries using U. S. standards account for over half the world's
TV seta (132 million out of the total 254 million):`

Figure A-2 shows the characteristics of the television systems
in use throughout the world. System M, the U. S. 525-line, 6.MHz
standard is used in most of the Western Hemisphere, and in Japan,
the Philippines, Okinawa, Korea, Taiwan, Cambodia, and Vietnam.
Three countries (Bolivia, Jamaica, and the Barbados) use 625 lines
in a 6-MHz channel bandwidth by using 25 instead of 30 picture frames
per second (System N), which increases vertical but not horizontal
resolution (maximum pi:ture frequency is still 4 MHz). The 405-line,
5-MHz standard (System A) is used only in Hong Kong (a closed-circuit
system) and in parts of Ireland and the U.K. The 14-MHz System E is
quite wasteful of spectrum space and is used in only three countries
(France, Algeria, and Monaco), but France and Algeria also use Sys-
tems L and B respectively for at least half their stations. Most other
countries in Europe, Asia, and Africa use Systems B, D, or G.

3. The VHF Channel Allocations

In the original allocation of transmission frequencies for tele-
vision in 1937, the FCC adopted the standard 6-MHz channel width and
set aside 19 television channels as shown in Table A-I, although only
the eight lowest were considered technically feasible within the radio
art of the day.** Three years later, an FCC revision reallocated the
44-50 MHz channel to FM broadcasting and added 60-66 MHz as a tele-
vision channel (FM was to be later inc,-,ed to 88-108 MH :). Although
these 1940-vintage channels were allocated in pairs, separated mostly
by 6- or 12-MHz frequency gaps assigned to other services (government.

Derived from data in 1970-1971 Television Factbook No. 40.
44'

D. G. Fink, Ibid.
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44-50
50-56

(60-66)
66-72

78-84
84-90

A-7

Table A-1
1937-1940 Television Channel Allocations

Present
VHF or
Cable Channal

3
4

94-102
102-108

156-162
162-168

(C)
(H)

180-186 8
186-192 9

204-210 12
210-216 13

234-240 (M)
240-246 (N)

258-264 (P)
264-270 (Q)

282-288 (T)
288-294 (U)

1

Notes

Reassigned to FM June 1940

Added in June, 1940

88-108 is present
FM broadcast band

Present mid-band
cable usage

Present super-band
cable 1.113P ge

56
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amateur, police, etc.), the basic pattern of the present Vrir:' channel
allocations was beginning to emerge, and six of the channel allocations
(the present Channels 3, 4, 8, 9, 12, and 13) are still the same. It is
also interesting to note that most of these 1937 frequency allocations
that did not become part of the final post-war VHF-TV allocations are
identical with presently accepted mid- and super-band (letter) channele
for CATV (156-168 MHz, and those above 234 MHz).

The FCC again revised the frequency allocation charts in the
mid-1940's to create the present lineup of VHF television Channels 2-
13 (see Table A-II), at the same time moving the FM broadcast band
from 44-50 to 88-108 MHz. One of the factors in these final frequency
shufflings was a desire to choose the televisbm channel frequencies so
as to avoid as much as possible four types of potential interference iv
home receivers (other than adjacent-channel) that can be caused by
particular relationships among channel transmission frequencies:
interference from local oscillator radiation (leakage) by neighboring
TV receivers, image interference, intermodulation interference, and
IF beat°. These interference effects which are described in Section 4
below, were alr-ost completely eliminated in the VHF allocations be-
cause of the way the channels are grouped into two isolated blocks of
6 and 7 channels each, separated by a large frequency band (86 MHz,
equivalent to over 14 channels). Note that except for Channels 5 and
6, the VHF channel boundaries are all integer multiples of 6 MHz, the
channel bandwidth (Channel 5 is offset from Channel 4 by an intervening
4-MHz band assigned to radio services). As will be explained in Section
6, a uniform integer-muaiple pattern is highly desirable in multi-channel
systems, and the present FCC frequency assignments for Channels 5
and 6 represent a problem in broadband cable TV.

4. Inter-Channel Interference Problents

This section discusses four types of interchannel interfernce that
can be directly created within the circuits of a television receiver as a
result of its operation in an environment of TV signals on channels other
than the one to which it is tunedadjacent channel interference, image
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Table A-II

Present VHF Television Channel Allocations

VhF
Channel Frequency Picture
i..;wriber Band Carrier-

Receiver
Local
Oscillator

12,3ceiver

Inlage
Band

Channel
inInlage
Band
(Beatfreq.)

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Note.

54-60 55.25

60-b6 61.25

L6-72 67.25

76-82 77.25

82-88 83.25

174-180 175.25

180-186 181.25

186-192 187.25

192-198 . 193.25

198-204 199.25

204-210 205.25

210-216 211.25

All frecillenees in MHz

.101

107

113

123

129

221

22/

233

239

245

251

257

148-142

154-148

160-154

170-164

176-170

268-262

274-268

280.274

286-280

292-286

298-292

304-298

7(-.5)
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interference, intermodulation interference, and "IF" beats and onethat can be indirectly created by local oscillator radiatiou erorn neigh
boring TV receivers. All of these are related both to the particular
frequency relationships among the TV channels and the receiver inter-mediate (IF) frequency, and to the quality of receiver design (shielding,
filtering, etc.). Except for the adjacent-channel problem, these havenot been of much concern in wir television rece.ttion because of the
particular choice of channel frequencies, but they are all of concern in
augmented-channel cable systems using mid- and super-band channels,as will be discussed in Subsections (a) through (e) below. They also
have all been taken into account by the FCC in its rather stringent rules
for geographic isolation of UHF-TV channel assignments, and as will beillustrated in an interesting example given in Subsection (1). have led torather inefficient use of the UHF spectrum.

a. Adjacent-Channel Interference
As has been discussed in S.,...tien 2., the transmitted television

sioal contains three separate pieces of information (picture, color,
and sound) modulated onto three different carriers within the 6-M1 lz
channel (see Fig. A-1), and the receiver must sort these out as
cleanly as possible by means of appropriate filters, s well as reject
all spurious out-of-band signals.

Filter technology is such that it is difficult to achieve sharp,
distortion-free boundaries between an accepted and a rejected band
of frequencies, particulaiiy if one is trying to hold circuitry costs to
a minimum as in the majority of home TV receivers. Thus in order
to satisfactorily pass the desired bEnd of picture frequencies, most
TV receivers accept some transmissOn of frequencies beyond the
edges of this band. Note however that for any particular channel
within a contiguous group of channels, the sound carrier frequency
for the next lower channel is only 1.5 MHz below the pir tur2 carrier
of the desired channel, and the picture carrier of the next higher chan-
nel is only 1.5 MHz above the sound carrier of the desired channel,
both rather close se far as band-pass filtering technology
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However, since these adjacent carriers are discrete interference
sources and their exact relative frequencies are known, additional,
narrow-band rejection filters called "trap!'" are used in most (but
not all) rv sets to improve adjacent-channel interference rejection.

Figure A-3 shows typical picture IF response curves measured
for several monochrome and color receivers.* Note that color set
"A" includes strong frequency traps for the lower-adjacent and the
in-channel sound carriers, and for the upper-adjacent picture carrier.
Color set "3" also has traps but has substantially (28 dB) less protec-
tion against the in-channel sound and the upper-adjacent picture carriers,
and 10 dB less against the lower adjacent sound carrier (note also that
the monochrome sets, which don't need to protect the 3.5795-MHz color
career, don't bother with traps for the in-channel sound carrier). Thepoint here is that adjacent-channel rejectien characteristics vary widely
from set to set, not only as originally manufactured, but perhaps even
more so as circuitry ages and gets out of adjustment (i.e. , trap filters
may shift in frequency). Rejection characteristics also vary as a func-tion of signal levels.

Recognizing the difficulty of designing receivers to properly cope
with strong adjacent-channel signals over their useful life, the FCC
has followed a strict policy of never assigning adjacent channels to TV
transmitters separated by less than 60 miles at VHF, or 55 miles at
UHF. Of course many receivers are located such that they are able
to pick up stations on adjacent channels, but because of the above sep-aration rule, one of the signals will usually be weaker than the other
and not interfere with the stronger one. When objectionable interfer-ence is encountered (perhaps in teyirg to view a distant station), man.1
set owners are able to use a directional anrenna to strengthen the
desired signal relative to a stronger undesired one.

In CATV, adjacent-channel transmission is the norm and cable
systems must thlis be carefully engineered and maintained both to keep

*From
"Supplemental Comments of National Cable Television Associa-tion (NCTA)" on FCC Docket No. 18894, January 6, 1971.
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all signal levels balanced with respect to one another and at an optimum
overall level at each subscriber's tap. The sound carriers have given
particular trouble, and most cable systems have had to keep them at
lower levels relative to the picture carriers than prescribed by the FCC
for broadcast-TV, leading to marginal sound on some receivers. Where
individual receivers .;ive trouble, they may require sp..;ial adjustment
or even moditicatioa or replacement. (see footnote on page 3-4.)

b. Oscillator Radiation

The oscillator interference problem is as follows. Each 7.r re-
ceiver acts like a lit,le transmitter, radiating a small amount of power
from its local oscillator at a frequency which depends on the channel to
which the receiver is tuned. This radiation can escape either back
through its antenna (or into the CATV cable), into the a-c power line,
or directly from the receiver chassis. If the oscillator frequency for
one channel falls within the frequency limits of another higher channel,
and two neighboring TV receivers are respectively tuned to these par-
ticular channels, the oscillator radiation from the receiver tuned to the
lower channel might be strong enough to be picked up as a spurious
signal at the neighboring receiver and interfere with its reception of
the higher channel. The first four columns of Table A-II (page A-9)
show the 12 VHF channels, their transmitted picturecarriers ardthe frequz---1-
cies to which a receiver local oscillator must be tuned to receive each
ch;.r.nel.* Note that none of the local oscillator frequencies for Channels
2 .13 fall within the transmission band of any other channel and thus no
particular safeguards were necessary either in geographic assignmentsof VHF stations or in stringent limits on oscillator leakage from VHF
receivers. The only possible oscillator problem in the VHF allocations
is that the second harmonics of the oscillator frequencies for Channels

The current standard intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier pass-bandfur picture signals is from 41.5 to 46.5 MHz, arid the cr3cillator is alwaystuned 45.75 MHz above the desired picture carrier. Pre-war, the IFpass-band was 8.5 to 12.75,MHz, and the oscillator was tuned 12.75 MHzabove the desired picture carrier. Post-war, ar. IF frequency pass-bandof 21.5-26.5 MHz was standard for a period, with an oscillator offset of25.75 MHz. and some of these receivera are still in service.

62
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and 3 fall within the bands of Channels 11 and 13, respectively, but
second- and third-harmonic radiation is generally 10-20 dB weaker
than the direct oscillator radiation in any given receiver.

Although oscillator radiation interference is not a problem within
the 12 VHF channels because of the way in which the channels are allo-
cated, it is a problem in both UHF-TV and in cable systems using mid-
and super-band channels. As will be discussed later, many oscillator/
channel overla?s occur in both these cases and means must be taken to
keep oscillator Interference below troublesome levels.

c. Image..Interference

Image interference in any superheterodyne radio or TV receiver
is caused by the fact that the mixing of the local oscillator signal with
incoming radio-frequency signals to convert the desired signals to the
IF frequency band for amplification can also create a number of other
sum and difference frequencies. As noted above, the television stand-
ard is that desired frequencies are lower than the receiver oscillator
frequency, and the IF amplifier accepts the frequency band equal to
the oscillator frequency minus the frequency limits of the desired ellen..
nel. However, the mixer also creates the same band of difference
frequencies if any incoming signals present at its input are the same
amount higher, than the oscillatc r frequency, thus the term "image".
Good receiver design dictates that the input radio frequency circuits
(part of the channel tuner) discriminate against image reception by
passing only the desired channel frequencies and rejecting all others,
thus preventing any significant input signal energy in the image fre-
quency band from ever reaching the heterodyne mixer. The extent to
which this gcal is achieved in a particular receiver (or CATV converter)
design is called its "image rejection ratio".

The fifth column in Table A-II (pageA-9) shows the receiver image
band for each VHF channel. Note that the channel frequency relationships
are inverted in image reception, and that to receive a correct picture on
an image 1:equency the pictnre carrier would have to be 1.25 MHz below
the upper image band edge, with the picture modulation band extending
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downwards. Thus the image frequency range for objectionable inter-
ference beats for any channel is from perhaps 0.75 to 2.75 MHz below
the upper edge of its image band. Only one potential image problem
exists in the VHF-TV allocations Channel 7 partially overlaps the
image band for Channel 6. In this case, however, the Channel 7 picture
carricr is 0.5 MHz above the image frequency of the Channel 6 picture
carrier, thus any signal energy resulting from image reception of
Channel 7 when viewing Channel 6 will appear in the lower sideband of
the true Channel 6 signal and be attenuated at least 10 dS in the IF
amplifier (see Fig. A-3). This is called a "negative" beat and should
cause no trouble, except in receivers with very poor image rejection
characteristics, but even so, the FCC has apparently tended to avoid
allocation of both Channels 6 and 7 in the same market (there are cur-
rently only four cases of 6 -7 broadcast co-allocation: Denver, Miami.
Omaha, and Spokane). Channels 6 and 7 have been routinely carried
side-by-side in traditional 12-channel cable systems, however, appar-
ently with little or no trouble. The inference here is that most TV
receivers have image rejection characteristics that are satisfactory,
at least in regard to this particular "negative" image beat between
Channels 6 and 7 . However, "positive" in-band image beats can occur
when mid- and super-band channels are added, and the channel converters
for such augmented cable systems must be designed to cope with them.

The above discussion has considered only image interference from
picture carriers. Each TV signal also carries significant energy in its
sound carrier located 4.5 MHz above the picture carrier. With at: oscil-
lator offset of 45.75 MHz, image interference from a sound carrier affects
the next higher channel than the one affected by its associated picture car-
rier. For example, the picture and sound carriers for mid-band cablv
Channel E (144.150 MHz) are at 145.25 and 149.75 MHz respectively.
The following shows the spurious IF signals which these can create in
image reception:
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IF Signal from IF Signal from
Receiver Tuned Oscillator Channel E Channel E

to Channel Frequency Picture Carrier Sound Carrier

2 101 44. 25. 48. 75

3 107 38.25 42. 75

Since the receiver IF pass-band is from 41.25 to 46.5 MHz, the
Channel E picture carrier image can affect Channel 21 and the sound
carrier image Channel 3. The other two beats are outside the IF ,

pass-band.
Finally, it should be noted that any given channel can appear aa.

an image to lower channels, at the same time that higher channels
appear as an image to it. Thus image relationships to be considered
in contiguous channel blocks with 6-MHz spacing are *15 channels
(picture carrier image) and *14 channels (sound carrier image). These
will be discussed further in Section 6.

d. Intermodulation

Intermodulation is a term describing the iisteraction of signals on
different frequencies to create various sum and difference signals on
other frequencies. There is no mechanism for such interat_tion as sig-
nals propagate through the air, but it can and does occur when multiple
signals pass through any circuitry containing active elements (ampli-
fiers, mixers, detectors, etc.). Thus in broadcast TV, the presence
at the receiver antenna of multiple station signals on various carrier
frequencies results in some unavoidable interaction between them in
the receiver circuitry, which can create visible picture interference
depending on the frequencies of the intermodulation products, and their
strength (which depends on the quality of the receiver design).

The most troublesome (but not the only) intermodulation effect is
the third-order beat involving the second harmonic of one interfering
signal minus the frequency of another interfering signal. Take for ex-
ample VHF Channels 9 and 11 (picture carriers 187.25 and 199.25 MHz).
The two possible third-order beats between these two carriers fall
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precisely on the picture carriers of other channels:

2(187.25) - 199.25 2= 175.25 MHz (C:Iranrel 7)
2(199.25) - 187.25 211.25 MHz (Channel 13)

A Channel 7 Beat is also prodr.ced by the combinations 8-9 and
10-13, and a Channel 13 beat by 7-10 and 11-12, but 8-9 and 11-12
problems are unlikely in broadcasting oecause of the non-adjacent-
channel rule.

Another important but apparently less troublesome intermodula-
tion effect is the second-order beat involving one frequency plus or
mthus another one. t'or example, 140 lvtliz can be produced by 60
plus 80, or 220 minus 80.

The intermodulation performance of receivers at VHF frequen-
cies is generally good enough that no special precautions against it
were necessary in VHF station assignments (7-9-11-13 is a common
co-market assignment pattern). In cable systems, however, these
intermodulation products can be created in the cable system itself
since all VHF channels are carried side-by-side through various head-
end and cable amplifiers. Here again, careful design and maintenance
of the cable system is necessary, particularly as additional mid- and
super-band channels are added and the total bandwidth of the amplified
frequencies is increased.

. e. IF Beats

A particular form of second-order intermodulation called an
"IF beat" results if two channels separated approximately by the
receiver IF frequency (45.75 MHz) should somehow interact in the
circuitry of a receiver to create difference frequencies at the input
to the IF amplifier that fall within its passband and will be amplified
along with the desired IF signal. The most probable such situations
are the beats between the desired channel and the ones located 7 and
8 channels above and below it in frequency. This cannot occur in the
frequency assignment pattern of Channels 2 through 13, but can in
UHF-TV and in cable systems using mid- and super-band channels in
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addition to the VHF channels. UHF-TV avoids the problem by
geographic isolation of IF-beat channels (see belaw). Cable systems
will either have to live with it, or as some people now think, design
cable converters or special cable receivers with a much higher IF
frequency. This would also help the oscillator leakage and ithage
problems.

f. Application of Anti-Interference Rules in UHF-TV

Although UHF transmission and reception are not of concern in
c?,ble syst,:ms, the cumulative effect of the above mutual interference
problems in large blocks of contiguous television channels are perhaps
best illustrated by the UHF "taboos" (non-co-assignment rules ior UHF
channels based on the possibility of mutual interference). In a recent
paper proposing a new look at the question of geographic/frequency
allocations,* Norman Parker (Motorola) traces the history of the UHF
"taboos" and gives the following example. If a particular UHF channel,
say No. 29, is assigned in a given area, FCC rules state that a total of
18 other UHF channels cannot be assigned to transmitters operuing
within distances ranging from 40 .120 miles from the Channel 29 trans-
mitter. These channels, their potential interference effect, and the
minimum mileage separations are shown below:

Relative
Channel

Spacing

Actual
Channels Idled
if Channel 29
is assigned

Type of
Interference

Potential

Minimum
Separation

Radius

*I 28,30 Adjacent channel 55 miles

*2,3,4,5 24,25,26,27 Intermodulation 40 "
31,32,33,34

*7 22,36 Oscillator 120

*8 21,37 IF beat 40 II

*14 15,43 Sound image 120 n

*15 14,44 Picture image 75 n

*"A Propnsal for the Modernization of the UHF Television Taboos",
Norman Parker, presented at the IEEE-PGVT Conference,
Washington, D. C., December 2, 1970.
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This process is of course repsetted for each channel. Thus le any 31-channel span of frequencies, almost 60 percent of tho channels cancause interference to (receive interference from) the ono in the centerof the span, and their use is restricted as above for 111-IF broadcast pureposes. Although the above "taboos" were adopted by the FCC at a time(1952) when the design of UHF-TV receivers was in its inf..ncy and weredeliberately ultra-conservative, they are still in effect. Part of
ItMr. Parker's thesis is that in the light of modern UHF-receiver Fer-forrnance, some of these could perhaps now be relaeed. Thoy still aregood blueprint however for potential inter-channel interference prob-lems in 20-40 channel cable systems, particthrl; since the cablesystem itself represents an additional mechanism for tile generation of

interrnodulation products.

.0kom5. Other Interference Problems Peculiar ;ci Cable
The inter-chaneel interference problems described in Section 4above occur in both broadeast-TV and cable-TV and are all generatedin or by television receivers as a reeult of the interaction of receiverdesign pararneters and.particular channel-frequency relationships. Ashas been discussed, their deleterious effect on received pictures can beelitiirated or reduced (at least below levels discernible to the viewer)by some combination of proper receiver/converter design, properchoice of channel frequencies and transmission standards, and in broad-casting, by geographic isolation of troublesome station frequency assign-ment:). There are two other interference problems that are peculiar tocable systems and have somewhat different impact on cable and receiverengineering and the choice of cable frequencies: co-channel interferencewith cable signals by broadcast TV signals, and possible interference ofcable signals, should they escape from the cable, with other radio

services. These are described below.

a. Co-channel Interference by Broadcast Siptnals
In the early days of cable-TV, systems were usually installed wherethere were ro strong local television stations, and programs st,ere generallycarried on the cajle on the same channels on which they were broadcast.
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As cable expanded into areas nearer the stations, it was found that with
such on-channel carriage, many subscribe.: were troubled by inter-
ference caused by dual reception of the same program: a direct, unwanted
signal leaking into Liie cable or their receiver from the broadcast station,
and the same signal as picked up by the cable system antenna, processed
by the cable head-end, and transmitted through the cable. Because the
cable signal travels a greater distance, at least patt of which is through
a slower medium (1.2 usec per 1,000 feet in the cable as opposed to I
uses per 1,000 feet through the air), the interfering direct-pickup signal
arrives first and creates various effcicts depending on its strength relative
to the cable signal and the relative signal delays. Particular effects in
received pictures are "left-hand ghosts", vertical black synch bars, or
random stripe patterns.

As a result of the on-channel carriage problem, it has been
common cable practice to carry strong local stations on different "quiet"
channels oil the cable. This represents both an inconvenience for the
subscribers ;these stations are not found at their normal positions on
the dial), and a wastage of channel capacity. L some metropolitan areas
with many local stations, as many as five or si:c cable channels are
unusable because of on-channel interference, leaving only six or seven
channels in what should be a 12-channel cable. It was this problem that
has prompted the installation of many dual-cable systems (with sub-
scriber "A/B" selector switch) to increase capacity, but note that the
same interference rules apply to both cables and some dual-cable systems
can still offer only 12-14 channels.

Broadcast signals can leak into any part of the cable system
(up to and i..eleding the final connection to the antenna terminals of a sub-
scriber receiver), or directly into the receiver itself via pickup in its
internal wiring or circuits (note that on-channel leakage is of little con-
cern in broadcast -reception). On. clidnnel leakage pickup into the cable
system is susceptible to correction in a large number of cases by carehtl
engineering and installation; the methods for this nave been described
by Archer Taylor.* However, in this same article, Mr. Taylor also states:

* 'On-Channel Carriage of Local TV Stations on CATV", Archer S. Taylor.
IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting, Vol. BC-5, No. 4, Dec. 1959, pp.
102-104.
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"Where cable subscribers are located less thanabout 10 miles from a local TV tranrrnitting
antenna, it is probable thet nothing short of mod-ification of the TV receiver will cure some casesof direct pickup." "In the final analysis,
the best answer is the redesigning of TV receiversso that they are isolated (shielded) from ambientfields. Work on this is in progress. We statui abetter chance of success when we have 20 million
subscribers than we do with 3 1/2 million (1969)."

These comments of course apply to cable systems in which recelvet....
are directly connected to the cable, i.e., without use of subscriber
(set-top) converters. It weuld probably take at least 10 years to turn
over the present inventory ze sets in use, even if only shielded sets
were to be proered from now on.

W*..en -.ert..1..4 (but not all) types of converters are used, the
receiver is left weed to a "quiet" VHF chaanel. el!minating any co-
channel problem in t.c receiv r, However, the converter n it then
be designed with sufficient shielding to prevent co-channel interference
effects within it, but this is relatively easy to do and the requirement is
clear-cut, which it hasn't been for TV receivers. At the same time,
converters can be designed to avoid gll of the inter-chee..el interference
effects described in Sectiee, * In this regar4 it s interesting to note
that the first CATV converter :tppeared less than six years ago, and that
the number In service is still quite small (in the tens of thousands).
Most of these have been largely assembled from standard TV tuner com-
ponents, triodifie.,1 only for the new channel frequencies, and it is only
recently that more than curtory attention has been paid to the possibil-
ities affarded by new designs o:,timized ,:er broadband cable purposes.

'Design and Use of CATV Converters", Patrick I\ 3. Court, InformationDisola March/April 1971. See also M. F. Jeffefs letter March 4,(page

'70
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b. Cable Interference with Other Serviim.

The signals carried in a cable system are at radio frequency and
thus are quite capable of propagating in all directions through the air if
not properly confined within the coaxial cable and shielded equipment
boxes which form the system. Although tits cable signal levels are quite
low compared to those normally applied to the antenna of a transmitter,
they can still croate significant field intenaities (and thus interference)
up to a few thousand feet from the cable in the case of the worst possible
type of shielding break one that somehow acts as a perfectly efficient
Isotropic antenna and is located immediately following a cable amplifier
where the signal levels are highest.* Even without a major cable fault
of this vort, cable systems can never be perfectly shielded and there
will bo some radiation, even if it is oral deteetable within a few
feet of the

Radiation from a cable system carrying only the 12 standard VHF
channels sl:riuld of course cause interference only with television recep.
tion, and only in receivers located nearby. However when additional mid-
and super-band frequencies are carried, cable radiation could possibly
affect other radio services as followe:

Mid-Band

Super-Band

88-108 MHz FM Broadcast (may actually
be carried on the cable)

108-136 MHz Aeronautical
136-144 MHz Government, Space Research,

Meteorological
144-148 Mliz Amateur
148-151 Mliz Radionavigation
151-174 MHz Land-Mobiie, Maritime,

Government

216-225 MHz Government., Amateur
225-329 MHz Government

4100.11.11041111011./.1.91= 111111IlfibillollaIMIOMMIRIMI11,
* "Possible Radiation from Broken CATV Cables in the 118-136 MHz ATC

13and", S. 1. Adams, Jan., 1971 (Informal working paper prepared for the
Office of Telecommunications Policy, and circulated to the IEEE Spectrum
Allocation Subcommittee).

71
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The FCC has long recognised a:he problem of cable radiation, and
specifies in subpart D, Section 15.161 on "Radiation from a Community
Antenna Television" of its Rul-1.. an. Regulations:

.11.08
MOW

11111111111...11111IBMINIM1111MM AOMMIONIRadiation from a communay antenna television system shall belimited at follows:
111111.11111.0111a.11.11111MIN

F requencies (MHz) Distance
(feet)

Radiation Limits
(micron v/rn)

General
requirement

Sparsely
inhabited
areas I

Up to and including 54 100
4111
12Over 54 up to and including 132 10 20 4r JOver 132 up to and including 216 10 50 e0OOver 216 100 15

111111ILIN. .11=M
IMMO1For the purpose of this section, a sparsely inhabited area lsthat area within 1000 feet of a cc.mmunity antenna television sys-tern where television broadcast signals a,re, in fact, not beingreceived directly from a television broadcast station.

Kahough not immediately apparent because of the fact the specifieddistances are not all equal, the protectisinin theband between 54 and 2161414z is considerably higher than for freepie. .-;e1 above and below it. Notealso tha': permissible levels are much hi ,1.1 in the TV bwals (and mid-band) in areas remote from TV statims .Nnere every TV receiver is ex-pected to be on the c tble and not us ir.a 411 antenna.
Now that substantial use is beginning to be made of mid- andsuper-band transmission on cable systems, the FCC and the FAA amongothers have become concerned about potential interference dangers withthe radio services that are listed above, particularly the aeronautical(ATC) services. One situation postulated is that an aircraft in taking offce making a landing approach may fly quite low over a CATV cable at thesame time that it is a considerable distance from the ATC transmitter.If the cable were faulty and radiating at the Ail; fre4aency, the resultinginterference at the aircraft receiver might lucve critical consequences.

12,
7,-
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even though the time expesure to it would be brief (of the order of 40
seconds maximum). One analysis to date concludes that this should
not be a serious problem, but that certain safeguards should perhaps
be established:*

(1) adoption of upper signal level limits for
CATV cables,

(2) installation of u.eak-detection devices in
all cable systems,

(3) placement of mid-band CATV carrier fre-
quencies between ATC channels.

This subject is just coming under intensive study and discussizn
by the FCC, the FAA, the Offices of Telecommunications and Tele-
communications Policy, the IEEE Cable Televiaion Task Force Com-
mittee, and others, as part of the current debate on cable standards.
The intent here is not to shed auy light on the solution, but only to point
out that this question adds another dimension to the cable frequency
altocation problem, and that the ultimate decisions, particularly in
regard to item (3), may have a deleterious effect on the channel capac
ity of future systems.

6. The Cable Channel Allocation Question

So long as cable systems simply carried television signals on
the same channel frequencies assigned by the FCC for VHF broadcast-
ing, the only two of the six interference effects discussed in Sections 4
and 5 above that represented any real problems for cable operators
were adjacent-channel interference and on-channel pickup; the former
handled by careful signal balancing and level-control, anti the Later by
idling the troublesome channels.** However, as now cable channels

J. E. Adams, Ibid
**

"ne Real World of Technological Evolution in Broadband Com.munica-
tions", Hubert J. Schlafy, Report prepared for the Sloan Commission
on Cable Communications, September, 1970.
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began to be added in a few systems startiN about 1968, all of the effec:a
applied, initiating a debate which has just reached M1 intensity in the
past few montha, and in which this study has had a small measure of
involvement. The following are indicative of t).0 questions now under
consideration.

a. A Non-Contiguous Channel_Scheme

In a paper presented at the 1970 NCTA National Convention,
M. E. Jeffers (Jerrold Electronics Corp.) set forth the oscillator and
image beat effects in the generally accepted mid- and super-band assign-
ments (shown by the boxes in the last two columns of Table A-III) iracl
proposed a realignment of the mid- and super-band cable-channel assign-
ments to eliminate these problems.* His proposal if.r realignment was
to alter the band limits for the mid- and super-bands and insert frequency
offsets between these channels at appropriate points, with the objective of
placing all oscillator and image beats at band-edge (between channels)
where their interference effect would be minimal.

Since the new channel assignment charts in Mr. Jeffers' paper
did not cover the entire 54-300 MHz cable spectrum, an overall chart
based on his mid- and super-band assignments was prepared as shown
in Table A-IV. This gave the total channel count (35), but also brought
to light the fact that b%cause of the compleXity of the inter-channel rela-
tionships, it is almost impossible in such a frequency juggling exercise
to avoid creating new problems while trying to correct other ones. For
example, Mr. Jeffers.w.is successful in placing all mid-band/low-VHF-
band and super-band/high-VHF -band image and oscillator beats at band
edge, but in the process created three dead-beat images oi super-band
channels on mid-bind channels and five undesirable ("positive") oscil-
lator beats on high-VHF band channels by mid-band channels, as shown
by the bov es in the last cwo columns of Table A-IV.

"Best Frequency Assignments for Mid- and Super-Band Channels",Michael F. Jeffers. (Included as Exhibit C in Supplemental Commentsof NCTA on FCC Docket No. 18894, January 6, 1971.)
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Table A-nr

Channel MHz

p,..0,01 5. .r.Bary ,c! Ass! nmenti

Video Canter
on Image
Frech.ency

Cattier 02;2= Image Frett Channel
Affected

11:21.5.6.

tIdeo

2 54-60 :15 .25 101 146.75 711. 5)

3 60-66 61.25 107 152.75 F (1.3)

4 66-72 /0
6425 113 158.75 G(1.5)

5 76-82 77.25 123 169.75

6 82438
32

83.25 129 174.75 7 (-.5)

H (3.75) 13 (1.5)Al 120-126 121.25 167 212.75

8 126-132 127.25 173 218.75 I (3.'5) .1 (1.5)

132138 133.25 179 224.75 7 (3.75) K(1.5)

138-144 139.75 '05 230.75 8 (3.75) 1.11.5)

144.450 145.25 191 236.75 9 (3.75) M(1.4i

3 150.456 151.25 197 242.75 10 (3.75)

0 156-162 157.25 203 248.75 11 (i.75)

162-168 163.25 209 254.75 12 .:3.75)

168-174 169.25 215 260.75 13 (3.75)

7 174-180 175.25 221 266.75 1 (3.75)

8 180-186 181.25 227 272.75 K (3.75)

9 186-192 187.25 233 278 75 1. (3.75)

10 192-198 193.25 239 284.75 M(3.75)

11 198404 199.25 245 290.75 t
12 204-210 205.25 251 296.75 3.75 MHz

13 210-216 211.25 257 302.75
is a color
beat

21(0-222 217.25 263 308.75

K 222-228 223.25 269 314.75

228-234 229.25 275 320.75

tvt 234-240 235.25 281 326.75
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Table A-rt
Sljrteletted New Mid. and Sueer-Band Allocations by M.F Jeffers

Channel MM& Video Carrier Obc. Preq. Image Freq. Channel(6.Mhis sepa
Affected byrations except
014.11latoras noted )
(has Freq.)!MM.&

2

3

4

6

Al

8
IA

C al
20 z

E g
F )2

b..
G 1i
hi

7

s

;
10

11

12

13

1
r

Y 1

L

m

N Z
0
P

i;
;
5

T

ui

1111111,

54.60 55.25
6066 61.25

6673 67.25
10

7o-L2 77.25

82.88 63.25

101

107

113

123

129

1101=.1111111111

146.75

152.75

15aa5

16E.75

174.7$as. OOOOOOOO 35
117.123 118.25 164 NT 75
123-129 124.23 170 215.75
129-135 130.2$ 176 22%75
133-141 136.25 182 2/1.75

141,5.14/.5 142.75 6.5 188.5 234.25
147.5.153.5 14.75 194.5 240.25
153.5.159.5 154.75 2004 246.25

163.5-169.5 164.75 21t.5 256.25................ OOOOO ...Ills
174-1A0 175.25 221 266.75
160.186 181.25 227 272.75
1E6-192 187.25 233 278.75
192.158 ;93.25 239 234.75
193-204 199.25 245 293.75
204-210 205.25 251 296.75
21C-216 211.2$ 257 302.75

221-227 222.25 ;1 268 313.73
227-233 223,25 274 319.75
233.239 234.25 280 325.75
239-245 240.25 286 331.75
:45-251 146.25 292 337.75
251-23V 232.25 298 343.75
237.263 258.25 304 349.7510.5

267.5-273.5 243.75 314.5 360.25
273.5.270.5 274,75 320.5 366.25
270.5-335.5 230.75 326.5 372.25
25.5-291.5 284.75 332.5 378.25
201.5-207.5 292.73 338.5 384.25
207.5-303.5 298.75 344.5 390.25

35 ..hannelb

8(.4.25)

C(.4.25)

t4( .75)

7(+.75)

81".75)

9(41.25)
10(41.25)

11(41.25)

13(..75)

I(.1.25)

.1(.1.25)

K(61.25)

Lj.1.25)

M(-1.25)

N(-1.25)

0(-1.25)

P(..75)

00%75)

R(..75)

S(-.75)

U(..75)

Video Carel*,
on Image
frequency
(Beat Freq.)

74.5)

1(-.5)

X(0)

1.(0)

M(0)

0(-2)

9(-2)

0(4)
R (-2)

S(.2)

T(-2)

U(.2)

4
4
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These findings were brought to Mr. Jeffers attention, and hehas agreed with them (see letter next page). However, as indicated inhis letter, he feels that these particular problems can be eliminated
by proper converter design either holding oscillator radiation andimage rejection to very tight limits, or using a different, very highIF frequency in converters to completely eliminate oscillator andimage beats. These measures would not help reduce intermodulation
interference effects, which become exceedingly complex with such non-contiguous channel spacing.

b. A Contiguous Channel Scheme
The inter-channel interference effects discussed in Section 4 ofthis Appendix have long been a factor in the analog frequency-multiplex

systems (Li , L2, etc.) utilized by the telephone company in its inter-city trunk circuits, and methods have been developed to cope with them.One of these is the careful control of channel frequency ratios, includingderivation of all carriers by suitable frequency multiplications from acommon master oscillator.
Mr. I. Switzer (Maclean-Hunter Cable TV Limited) has presenteda paper advocating use of such techniques in CATV systems.* Mr.Switzer has also corresponded with the author on the mid- and super-band frequency allocation question, advocating a contiguous set ofchannels at constant spacing to help overcome intermodulation effects(see letters following). If such a plan were carried through completely,

Channels 5 and 6 would have to be moved 4 MHz lower in frequency tofit into the plan. This would not be of any consequence in a systemwhere all subscribers have converters or special cable receivers, butwould if "dual-class" service is offered, as discussed in Subsection (c)below.

A contiguous-channel allocation scheme would yield a total of
41 CATV channels if the spectrum between 54 and 300 MHz were

*"
rhase Lock Applications in CAI v aystems", I. Switzer, Presentedat NCTA Annual Convention, Chicago, Illinois, June, 1970.
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March 4, 1971

,

Mr. lohn E. Ward, Deputy Director
El,.ctronic Systems Laboratory
Dtpartment of Electrical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139

k,Dear Mr. Ward:

I am in receipt of your letter referring to a possible flaw :lotyou have spotted in my paper, "Best
Frequency Assignee:tits For Midand Super Band Channels."

Your analysis is correct. However, although I did not include thefollowing statement in the printed paper, I Lei say in my talk stthe NCTA Show that the responsibility of avoiding the image andoscillator beats that you refer to fall onto thr: manufacturer ofthe Set Converter.
Since this unit is fully under the control ofmanufacturers selling to the CATV industry,

specifications can bee7plied to avoid the problems that you mentioned. In addition,many of the manufacturers
of Set Converters today ara completely,and very wisely, avoioing this problem by converting to a higherfrequency IF between 300 and 400MHz (instead of to the standard45.75MHz In, thereby

completely avoiding all the oscillator
leakat.....problems and the image problems to which you refer. With eithertight specifications placed on al: Set

Converter manufacturers whouse the low frequency IF, or by designing
Set Converters using highfrequency IF, the problems you address yourself to disappear.

Thank you for your interest, and if there is any more I can do toanswer your question, please do not hesitate to call on me.

rwp

cc/G. Norman Penwell
Cit. Ali* RACre,

4717:71.
?""C"Cup ZI,C.ha ".%)..

78

Very truly,yours.,

- /
.'

.

! /
,*I

7i I
M.'F. Jeffers;
Vice Priadident - Engineering
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Maclean-Hunter Cable TV Limited

March 1, 1971.

Mr. John E. Ward, Deputy Director,
Electronic Systems Laboratory,
Department of Electrical Engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. 02139

Dear Mr. Ward,

E. WARD MAR 5 1571

27 riall,afl Priv*
Ihnidele, Omni.

4I6 - 677 594
CANADA

Norm Penwell has been kind enough to send me
a copy If the letter that you sent him commenting on
some apparent deficiencies in Mike Jeffers' sugrested
mid-band allocation plan.

I participated actively in Canadian goverment
developemnt of cable television technical standards. While
firm allocations for mid-band channels in Canada have not
yet Peen made, the subject is being actively discussed.
In my comments on mid-band allocation plans I firmly recommended
a set of allocations for mid-band ar.d superband that were
contiguous witn the present VHF high-band allocations.

My reasan is that I believe that third order
inter-modulation problems are more severe in cabie television
systems than is generally realized and that the use of a
cont,.guous set of channels permits all the visual carriers to
be saaced by a constant 6 MHz derived from a "master oscillator".
This is common teleohone carrier practice and I believe that
such a mode of ooeration would do a great deal to reduce
thin order intemodulation interference in cable television systems.
Proetems of local osc.liator and image inter:erence wiii have
to pq dealt with by applying tighter specifications to tuners
and ,:onverters used in such systems. I consider the prospect
of iLtermodulation interference reduction lo be a major
factcr in considering a contiguous allocation scheme.

A further improvement in system performanoe
coald be achieved by use of suppressed carrier, i.e.
modulation and sideband structure as :11 present system but
with cuporession of the carrier. I am rare that practical
converters can be developed that would reinsert tne chrrier
for re:option on standard television receivers.
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Mac laan-Hurstr Cable TV Umited

2
A combination of "locked carriers", except perhaps

for low band, and suppressed carrier would considerably increase

the load handling capability or cable television systems.

More exotic modulation schemes might ce considered,

such as PM or pulse code techniques, but they req.'re a great

deal more bandwidth than the present vestigial stdeba u? technique.
i

/
Bandwidth on cable iv extremely limited and I do not see 1

exotic modulation systems as practicL1 until we have cabli. transmiesimi

capability to 1,000 MHe. Suppressed oarrier provides a

signifloant increase In.papability without using up spectrum i

(except perhaps a snail- otch for a pilot carrier of some kind).

,

Yours sieere"

I. Switzer, P.Eng.,
Chief Engineer.

cc C.N. Penwell.
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1
Maclean-Hunter Cable TV Limited

if

MAY 3, 1971.

Mr. John S. Ward,
Deputy Director,
Electronic System Laboratory,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. 02119

Dear Mr. Ward,

fortum DAve
eadote, Ostztie

414 ere - 6930
COCA

Thank you for your additional comments on
frequency allocation for augmented cable systems. The
only maveriok channels in the present VHF bands are channels
5 and 6. Channels 2,3,4, fit into a 6 MHz spacing with high
oand and contiguous mid and super band channels. Rost second
order beats (i.e. sum and difference products) will also
be handled by common 6 MHz spacing. Harmonio products wili,
of course, not be helped.

/ sincerely believe that the matter should be
studied and standardized by a committee similar to the National
Television Service Committee. I believe that the allocations
finally adopted would he ccntiguous channels, with channele 5 and 6
moved downward 4 MHz to bring them into a workable plan of
this kind. I have to make some decinion right now and I am
betting that this will be the outcome.

I hope to get a oudget later this year to actually
build a working head end with as many channels as possible
locked to common 6 MHz spacing (excepting 5 and 6). I will also
try and elaborate the "theory" associated to bee whether
the actual channel spacing should not e verv accuratly controlled
as a multiple of "colour scanning frequency", '5.734 KHz, so that
beats falling into 5 and 6 rOght, AS much as poseible, fall
onto the normal spectr5t4-11 s and thus look like sync pulse
components... Thija would be nalogous to reasoning behind
precision-offset .era5.dh criteria.

I. Swi zer, P.Eng.,
Chief Engineer.

IS/is
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completely filled. As has been discussed, some frequencies in this
range may be unusable for CATV if it is determined that a serious
interference haaard exists with other services, par- ,tularly with
aeronautical radio-navigation aids in the 108-136 MHz band.

c. Dual Service Class Considerations

One factor which additionally complicates the whole frequency
allocation issue is the fao. that many operators may desire or need to
offer two classes of compatible servize on the same cable: VHF-only
at one price for subscribers itandard receivers and no converters,
and VHF plus cable channels at a higher price for subscribers using
converters or special cable receivers. Thus a channel-utilization
scheme whieh depends primarily upon the ability of converters or
special cable receivers to eliminate interference effects might be
unacceptabls :oe such dual-class service those standard TV ree
ceivers tht t are directly connected to the cable might not be able to
cope with intei.fereace beats resulting from the presence of no:I.-VHF
cable channels. 'fere an allocatlon scheme that provides additional
protection to the VHF-TV channels may be required, such as the pro.
posal by M. F. Jeffers discussed in Subsection (a) above. On the other
hand, the optimum solution fer broadband cable service may turn out to
involve relrez.!ion of the present VHF Channels 5 and 6 downward by
4 MHz to fit into a contiguous channel allocation scheme as discussed
in Subsection (b) above, are a non-converter subscriber to such a sys-
tem would be unable to receive Channels 5 and 6 and be "channel poor".
Current discussions include the pessibility that there may have to be
several alternate cable-frequency allocation standards to fit different
situations,* but this wuald be unfortunate from the point of view of cost-
effectiveness in equipment manufacture and intercl.angeability or port-
ability of equipment fran system to system. Evennaltirge-scaleproducticei
of augmented-channel TV sets for cable use would seem to depeedui:
ins a single nationwide standard. such as now exists for broadcast-TV.

amallorriirmaa.. 11INENIP1011.11*Minutes of Cable Spectrum Allocation Subcommittee, Cable TV Task
Force, IEEE, Janua:y 2, 1971.
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APPENDIX 13

The Rediffusion Switched
TV Distribution 8 stem

This appendix consists of two parts. The first part (pages 11-1through 13-19) is a memorandum prepared for the Sloan Commission
on February 9, 1971, which was later revised on April 1 and again on
May 26, 1971 on the basis of comments by Rediffusion personnel.
T1.4... May 26th version was included as Appendix 13 when this final
report on the M.1. T. study was originally submitted to the Sloan Com.mission on June 7, 1971.

Two months after the submission of the report, further Informa-
tion was received from Mr. R. P. Gabriel, the Chairman of Rediffu-sion, Ltd. , (letter dated August 10, 1971) and from Mr. R. W. Lawson
at Deanis Po!.t (letter dated August 24, 1971) which revised the costdata for aln:;,st every system component included in the original anal-ysis. The net result is a reduction in the estimated per-subscribercost item $256 to $186. This change has been made in the body of the
report (Chapters 11 and Ill), and in the Sloan Commission's report
"On The Cable, The Television of Abundance", released in December.1971.

Rather than rewrite this appendix oe the basis of these revised
cost estimates, it seemed better to maintain both sets of figures forcomparison. rhe second, added part oi this appendix (pages 13-20
through 13-23) thus represents the latest estimate of component a nd
system costs (as provided by Rediffusion in August, 1974, cross-referenced with the original text.
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ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LABORATORYMassachusetts Institute of TechnologyCambridge, Massachusetts 02139

MEMORANDUM SLOAN:413

1

The Rediffusion Switched
rraillzikalattetn

John E. Ward
February 9, 1971

(Revised April 1, 1971, and May .16, 1971)
I. INTRODUCTION

This memorandum presents a description and cost analysis of the"Dial-a-Program" cable TV distribution system being actively promotedin the U.S. market by Rediffusion International, Ltd. a London-basedcompany. The system was first announced in several papers publishedin 1968, and was demonstrated in the U. S. and Great Britain in mid-1969 and early 1970. Subsequently, arrangements were made with Mr.Richard Leghorn, the owner of Cape Cod Cablevision in Hyannis, Mass. ,to make an experimental installation in Dennis Port, Mass.. for which heheld an unexercised franchise. Installation got under way in April, 1970,and service began in August, providing 12 program channels taken off theHyannis cable system, plus additional experimental channels. There arepresently 122 subscribers connected (January, 1971).I visited the Dennis Port installation on January 19, 1971 and wascordially received by Mr. H. F. Goodwin, CommerLial Manager, andby Messrs. John M. Gower and Ronald W. Lawson, Senior Systemsgin eers . They were most patient in showing me the compietoinstall.,ation and its operating features, and in answering maw, questions ontechnical details and component costa. Iftformntion gained in ti.is visit,plus that gleaned from several publications.was the basis for the originalmemorandum. These revisions are based t.n later information on cableinstallation costs, and comments received from Mr. Lawson in o letterdated Ma.; 10, 1971,

11.2
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II. BACKGROUND

Rediffusion International, Ltd. has had many years of experience
in Great Britain in radio and TV distribution over twisted-pair xables,
using "HF" cable frequencies in the range from 0-10 MHz. In their
British installations, the trunks, feeders, and subscriber drops carry
each Tv and radio program (up to six of each maximum) on a separate
wire pair, and each subscriber has a manual selector switch. The TV
picture carrier used is 5.9 MHz (or 8.9 MHz) and both TV and radio
sound signals are carried at baseband at a level sufficient to drive a
loudspeaker w:chout amplification.

For those subscribers with a standard TV set, a fixed-frequency
inverter translates the selected TV channel from the HF trans.
mission frequency to a convenient VHF channel frequency (tho TV receiver
is left tuned to this frequency) and the video signal is recovered in the TV
set in the normal way. The baseband audio signal directly drives the
speaker through a volume control (requiring a special connection into the
receiver). There is also apparently substantial use in Great Britain of
simplified I'V receivers without VHF tuners. Tn these "wired" receivers.
the HI.' pic tur e carrier is simply amplified and detected to recover
the video signal.

In the United States, with its many TV channels, the above distribu-
tion system using a wire-pair per channel with home selection would be
uneconomic. There is also interest in Great Britain in expanding the
number of available channels. Rediffusion has thus come up with the
"Dial-a-Program" concept in which a single HI' distribution channel is
brought to each subscriber and program selection of up to 36 channels is
performed in a remote switching exchange under subscriber control via
a telephone-type dial. This of course implies a hub-type network between
the switching exchange and the subscribers, as opposed to the tree struc-
ture used hy Rediffusion in Great Britain aad by the present VHF CATV
distribution systems in the United States.

This hub-type switched network has a number of potential advan-
tages over the tree-structured VHF distribution system when considered
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in the context of tho many proposals for advancsd communications services
in the "wired city of the future. Among these are the ability to expand the
number of subscriber program channels without ltn.t by simply enlarging
or cascading the selector switches in the exchange, the ability to set up
the switching so that privileged information (e.g., medical news) can be
seen only by selected subscribers, the demonstrated capability (in the
Rediffusion system) for simultaneous "upstream" TV transmission using
a 15.41-ia. vision carrier on the signal pair of any subscriber cable. and
the many possibilities for two-way, narrow- or medium-band communica-
tions services using either or both of the unique ,vire pairs for each sub-
scriber (a subscriber cable actually consists of four wires; a signal pair,
and a control pair for program selection).

The:e are also a number of disadvantages as compared to present
VHF systems. Arnong these are the more coniplex cabling of a hub-type
network, the fact that each TV set to be used independently requires a
separate cable and exchange switch (not just each household), the
cc st and maintenance problems of the switchgear, and the need for diet.
persal of switching locations roughly every one-third mile throughout the
served area bc-ause of the 1800-foot length limitation on the unamplified
sabscriber cables. Actuaily, the use of remote switching locations aids
the hub-type cabling problem by limiting the number of subscriber cables
brought to any one hub, but real estate must be fotuld and purchased or
leased for each of these many remote switching installations.

The relative balance of the above advantages and disadvantages vis-
a-vis thase of VHF treo networks is of caurse of great interest, particularly
in any attempt to predict the most deirable type of system to provide some
of the communications services which have been postulated for a decade or
two hence. The present memorandum does not attempt to strike such a
balance, but provides an input to such an evaluation by documenting the tech-
nical features and cost data for this particular system.



III. THE DIAL-APROGRAM SYSTEM

The following describes the novel technical features of the Rediffusion
system. including the special distribution cable, the program switching
exchange, and the present and possible two-way communications services.

A. Distribution Cable

As previously described, the heart of the Rediffusion approach is the
transmission of TV signals in the high-frequency (1111 region of the fre-
quency spectrum (2-15 MHz rather than at the VHF frequencies (50440
MHz) at which they are carried on conventional cable systems. Rediffusion
al30 calls this"Super Video" because of the small frequency translation
(7.94 MHz) of a baeeband 6-MHz video signal ta produce their HI' signal.
The advantage of using such low transmission ft oquencies is that it per-
mits use of twisted-pair wires in place of the coaxial cable needed at VHF
frequencies. It is well known that standard telephone cable pairs have a
usable frequency range (limited by attenuation) up to about one MHz, which
is the bandwidth of Picturephone signals. Rediffusion has designed special
twisted-pair cables which have an attenuation in the 2-15 MHz region com-
parable to that of comial cable at VHF frequencies; about 2 dB per 100 feet.

The Rediffusion distribution circuit actually consists of four wires
twisted together what they call a QwistrM .with two of the wires form-
ing a signal pair and the other two, interdigitated with the signal pair,
serving as a control pair. The 25-gauge signal pair has a usable frequency
range of 0-15 MHz, and the 26-gauge control pair is usable from 0-1 MHz.
Special attention must be paid in manufacturing to produce this performance,
but present cable costs arc not unreasonable (see below).

The Qwist cable is produced in two versions: a one-way cable (one
Cl'erist) used for house drops, and a six-way cable (six Qwists in one sheath)
used for feeders from the switching exchange. These cables are produced
by several British manufacturers in both screened and unscreuned types,
with the former having a copper tape shield. Both types are jacketed in a
conducting polythene sheath. The unscreened type, which is less expensive,
is used in underground runs or in aerihl runs where interference pickup is
not a problem. Where pickup is a problem, the shielded type is used.
Adjacent-channel coupling was of course a problem in the six-Clwist cable
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since the Ciwists are in physical contact, but the cable has been carefully
engineered (for example use of different twist pitches on adjacent Qwists)
to keep cross-coupling below -46dB in the longest cable run. The outer
diameter of the six-way cable is about 3/8", and in practice seven of
these are laid together to form a 42-circuit bundle 1 1/4" In diameter.
Discussions are under way with several United States manufacturers for
production of these cables.

The present costs of Qwist cables (without U.S. duty) are as follows,'
Six-way Unscreened

Screened
One-way Unscreened

Screened

$126. 00

172. 00

31.50
77. 00

per
1

11.

I 1

1000'
11

1

11

There is thus a cost advantage in running as much as possible of the dis-
tribution in the six-way cable, since the per-subscriber cost is then
S21.00 and $28.50 per 1000 feet for unscreened and s-reened cable,
respectively.

The six-way cable attenuation is 1.4dB per 100 feet at 10 MHz, and
maxLmtun runof this cable from the exchange to a subscriber is 1500 feet,
set largely by the maximum allowable attenuation (21dB) and partly by the
maximum permitted "croisview" between i ljacent cable pairs (-46d8).
Individual drops on one-wai Qwist may extend 300 feet beyond this (or up
to five miles with single-channel repeaters at 3/4-mile intervals, but the
repeaters cost $61 each). Except for occasional isolated houses, an attempt
would be made to site exchanges so that all runs would be less than 1800
feet and th( refore not require amplifiers.

Interexchange trunks in the Rediffusion system use a sel.arate co-
axial cable for the HF composite video (7.94 MHz. picture, 3.44 MHz FM
sound) of euch program. channel, and telephone-type wire pairs fi-ir the
associated baseband sound signals. The composite video and baseband
sound signals are separately amplified in ,:ach exchange (thus avoiding any
possibility of cross-modulation) and mixed for application to the exc*.ange
busbars. At HF, the 0.3-inch coaxial cables used for the trunks have an
attenuation of only 40d11 per mile, so no line amplifiers are needed between
exchangt.s, which are generally located about 1/3 miles apart.

Rediffusion quotes a cost of six cents a foot for the coaxial cable used
in the trunks, and one cent per foot for the audio twisted pair (in 12-pair
See later (August, 1971) figures on page /3-20.
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cables). Cable costs for a 36-channel trunk are thus relatively high
$13,306 per mile, plus installation.

B. The Program Exhange

Rediffusioa has apparently settled on 336 subscribers ea the best size
for a program switching exchange, although no justifications.for this choice
are given. To some extent, this size seems to have been arrived at both
from practical considerations in switch design (see below), and from the
fact that the service area of an exchange is lim..ted to 1/5 square mile or
less by the 1800-foot tnaximum length of subscriber cables. Some of the
Rediffusion documents discuss ten exchanges (3360 TV sets) per square
mile as a typical installation plan. For very high-density areas, either
the 336-size exchanges could be instahed in multiples, or larger exchanges
may be ',Aanried (in his IEFE paper*, R. P. Gabriel states that an exchange
for 5000 subscribers would require a room 27 by 15 feet, but does not dis-
cuss its i:aplementation). The following describes the present 336-
subscriber switch as :astalteci At Dennis Port.

The exchatw, is designed around a rotary, 36-pole switch of no,..1
design. Thirty-six reed switches are arranged in radial configuration and
are activatel one at a time by a magnet on a rotatable selector arm. The
arm is drivrn by a solenoid-driven ratchet that responds to subscriber
dial pulses. v4o of these switches are mounted on a printed-wiring card
9 x L inches in size, which plugs into the exchange distribution bus as
snoA,n in Fig. 11 Inc printed wiring is laid out with alternate wires at
ground potential for shielding, thus three 24-pin connectors are used on
each card for the 36 channels and associated grounds. Even with this
shielding, there still be some coupling between lines on the cards and
in the busses and Rediffusion has proviflad for use of vision-carrier offsets
of 5244 Hz (one-third the horizontal scan frequency) between alternate lines
in the even of any problem with visible beats between programs (they have
not had to use this at Dennis Port). This would also aid in reducing visibility

"Dial-a-Program an lIF Remote Selection Cable Television System,"
R. P. Gabriel, ProceedingscAlhe IEEE, July, 1970, pp. 1016-1023.
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Modulator, Amplifier
and Power Supply Rack

2

13.8

4plitters drive bus bors
( 36 channels each ) for Boys 1-3,
and feed splittets for Bays 4..6, etc.

(see rip. 2)

Subscriber
Jacks and Baluns

6ft.

Ncde:

8 ft

Distribution Buses
(36Channels)

Bays 1-12 have 14
double selectors
(28 subscribers) each

Total ..11-tange Capacity
12 x 28 336 subscribe

The cbove rerresents an eventual packaged configurat;on.
At D,..,nr.is Port the switch frame is cs shown bur there are
severrtt adciional racks of "he4d-end" signal processing
eqs,:prnen, needed to convert Cape Cod Cablevisicn VHF
ohortnois to the rediffusion HF channel frequency.

Fig. 1 Mechanical Configuration of a 336x 36 Program Exchange
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of any beats with the second harmonic of the sound carrier, which appears
at 6.88 MHz.

The distribution busses also use stripline techniques, and each bus
can accommodate 14 switch cards. As shown in Fig. 1, the exchange is
arranged in two sets of back-to-back racks, with the bus feeds in the
center. Three of the racks hold four bays of 28 switches each, and the
fourth bay contains the amplitiers and other electronic equipment.

Figure 2 shows the signal distribution scheme in the exchange. One
of the problems was to avoid interactions between subscriber lines, i.e..
signal level changes as a function of subscriber load on a particular pro-
gram. This seems to have been successfully ac-.omplished, since it is
stated that signal levels are maintained within 1 dB for 0 to 100 percent
of the subscribers choosing the same program. Also a short on any
subscriber line causes only a 1/2 dB reduction in bus signal level
other subscribers are not affected.

Note that the signal level decreases 24 dB between the first and last
banks of switches, and that a subscriber must therefore be assigned to a
switch bank on the basis of his cable length from the exchange. It is
apparent that careful planning and balancing of the cable network is re-
quired for each particular area served. Also, if an exchange were to
serve say just one large apartment building (which could have 336 TV

sets), there would not be a 24-dB variation in cable loss between the
nearest and farthest subscribers, and attenuators would be required in
many of the subscriber lines.

The busses and selector cards of the present exchange are designed
for a maximum cif 36 channels. Rediffusion states that 72- or 108-channel
systems are easily obtained, but it is not easy to see how they would do
this except by paralleling exchanges, eac.h with 36 different channels, and
assigning a selector in each exchange to each subscriber. Present 336
by 36 exchange equipment costs (see Section IV) work out at $75 per
subscriber, or roughly $2.00 per channel per subscriber. Assuming
parallel exchanges, 72- and 108-channel systems would have exchange
costs of about $150 and $225 per subscriber, respectively.
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C. geerational Features

Each subscriber is provided with a combination HF/VHF inverter sind
control unit the size and shape of a SOO-series dial telephone without the
handset. This unit is connected to both the incoming Qvist cable and to the
antenna terminals of the TV set, and is usually installed %Ith wires long
enough that it can he conveniently carried around the zoom for armchair
program selection.

The dial uses one of the two control wires to operate the subscriber's
selector switch in the exchange cn an incremental basis; that is, each dial
pulse advances the ratchet one position. A subscriber can thus quickly
step through all the channels by dialing successive 9 l's". For dialing a
desired line directly, the subscriber first pushes a reset button which
uses the second control wire to operate a homing solenopd that returns the
selector to channel 0, where a channel directory card is shown (by means
of a camera at the exchange). He then dials the desired number. Because of
the incremental nature of the dial system, channel 10 is reacl-led by dialing
0, 11 by 01, 33 by 0003, etc. It is also possible with a little mental arith-
metic to dial only the difference between the present and any greater chan-
nel number without going through the reset cycle, i.e., dialing 7 will advance
the selector from channel 6 to channel 03(13). Note however that there is
no indication of what channel number is cur:ently selected.

The present dialing at Dennis Port is rather convenient since there
are only 14 channels in use one program directory, 12 Cape Cod cable-
vision, and one local origination. This latter is a static camera in a
delicatessen which shows their special-of-the-day, primarily to demon-
&trate the two-way :apability of the system. With these few channels, only
two digits are required in direct dialing, but even so, many subscribers
apparently prefer to step through one at a time. Dialing would be less
convenient for a full 36-channel system, since it takes about 10 seconds to
push the reset button and dial 0005, or 30 seconds to step through 36 chan-
nels one at a time. It would seem that Rediffusion may eventually want to
go to a digit-decoding dial system, particularly if channel capacity is in-
creased to 72 or 108 channels.

I was also shown the channel lock-out feature, which is accorr.r.lished
quite simply by cl.pping small magnetic shields over the selector reeds
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which are to be disabled for a particular subscriber. Alternately, the
reeds can be removed (or not installed). This could be used, for ex.
ample, to pe.rmit access to a medical news channel only by doctors, or
to set up easily changed private, two-way TV networks for the police,
and so forth.

D. Two-Way Capabilities and Potentialities

Au previously mentioned, the frequency band between 9.2 and 15.2
on any subscriber cable can be used for simultaneous upstream TV

transmission; what Rediffusion calls "program injection". To use this
capability, hybrids and filters must be inserted in the cable at both the
subscriber and exchange ends to prevent sienal interactions. A camera
and modulator may then be plugged in at the subscriber end, and its signal
picked otf at the exchange end. One use which was demonstrated is to

"demodulate the received signal, remodulate it at the distribution frequency
and put it on an unused bus for viewing throughout the network. Thus local
origination from any point in the network is quite convenient. An inteieat-
ing maintenance and troubleshooting aid results from this capability a
portable camera car be pointed at a subscriber's receiver, and the receiver
pictures monitored at the exchange as the selector is stepped through
manually.*

No provisians exist at the moment for connection of an inje,:ted signal
to any other subscriber except thrcugh a distribution bus of the exchange.
Also, the necessary hybrids, filters aad modulators are installed on only
two lines for demonstration purposes. Although the transmission capability
for private two-way TV links could be obtained by fitting all lines, the

It should be noted at this point that a sirrii:a, tubscriber injection capability
can exist in any VHF teee-structured system !ilat is equipped for upstream
channels. One important difference is that in a VHF cable, there are a
limited number ut upstream channels shared among all subscribers (four
per cable if only sub-band is used, perhaps 30 if a separate upstream cable
is used). Also, it would be difficult to prevent clandestine monitoring of
upstream transmissions in a tree-structured system since the cable would
bc readily accessible to all subscribers between the injection point and the
head r.nd. Note that there is an additive noise problem in transmitting up-
stri-Lha tree-structured systems, but it is assumed that this will be
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switching capability for subscriber-to-subscriber connections on a general
basis does Lot tomtit and its implementation with the present types of switch
cards would require expansion and a completely different organisation of
the exchange.

Rediffusion also stresses the availability of one or both wire-pairs
for other two-way uses such as meter reading, voice links, subscriber
response to programs, and so forth. One possibility which they mentioned
is to shift the present d-c control functions to the signal pair, leaving the

control pair completely free for other uses. Here again, additional
ewitching would have to be added to the exchange to make use of these lines
in any way. The interesting question to be answered is the relative diffi-
ralty and cost of adding such capability, as opposed to obtaining similar
capability in a tree network (VHF cable) by time-division multiplex tech-
niques.

IV. COST DATA

Rediffusion has published a schedule of Provisional Prices, dated
September 15, 1970, which gives detailed costs for items of head-end
equipment, the equipment items needed tn a remote excheIge, the. per-
foot cost of cables for trunks, feeders, and drops, and the cost of each
subscriber control unit. From this it is apparent that head-end equipment
(except for antennas and low-noise preamps) works out at about $1000 per
channel, roughly comparable to that of VHF head-end equipment.

What is of more unportance in any comparison with VHF systems is
the per-subscriber cost of a sub-unit of the distribution system: a local
exchange serving 336 TV sets, its trunk connection, and the distribution
cabling, junction boxes, and control units. The Reeiffusion literature has
example equipment costing for 12-channel systems, but it was of more
interest to examine a 36-channel system.

A. Exchange

The following lists equipment needed for a 336 x 36 exchange (note
that the prices shown do not include U. S. customs duty, which might add
6-12 percent):
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Switchframe and Busbars $ 21000
TV Repeater's 36 at $105.50 31798

Power Supplies 6 at 60.00 360
Sound Amplifiers 36 at 44.50 1,602

Power Supplies 4 at 60.00 240
Hybrids 6 at 123.00 738
Control Panels 84 at 20.01 1,680
Double Selectors 168 at 89.00 14,952

Total Exchange Cove' $25,370

The per-subscriber cost of the exchange itself is thus $25,370 4- 336 = $75,
without provisions for housing it and controlling its environment. If mounted
outeloors (probable in suburban areas), a weatherproot kiosk would be used
(estimate $1000), and 100-200 square feet of land walld have to be purchased
or leased. If mounted indoors (which it might be in urban apartment areas),
space would probably be available without cost as it is for tel.:phone company
equipment on a user's premises. The exchange requires one kilowatt of
electrical power (about $.300 per year).

B. Cabling

For purposes of estimating cable costs, it is necessary to consider
the type of area served and a typical cable layout. It is also necessary to
remember that subscribers with multiple TV sets which they wish to use
independently will have'tv have a separate selector and cable for each set,
i.e., they will have to be multiple subscribers. Rediffusion has estimated
that 40 percent oi the bubscribers will be multiple users, thus it is assumed
that a 336-channel exchange can serve 240 households, 96 of which have two
TV sets.

Figure 3 diagrams a typical block and street layout for a metilurn-
density, single-dwelling area. It is assumed that lots are 50 100 feet.
20 to the block. Each exchange can thus serve an area 2 6 blocks (240
houselots) wi0: an allowance for 96 multiple TV sets. The average length
of the 56 6-Q6st feeders is

Later Rediffusion data differs in deca11, but yields the same total exchangecost (see page 13-21).
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Fig. 3 Possible Exchange Layout in Medium-Density
Single Dwelling Area
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1.a + 125 + 6251
a 125 + 825 n 950'

and Mal 6-Qaist cable required is 56x 950' * 53,200' .
It is assumed that single...Qv/1st housedrops will average 100 feet,thus single-pwist requirements will be 336x 100' 33,600' . One junctionbox ($15) is required to connect a 6-Qwist to six house drops.
The total distribution cable and junction box costs for the layout ofFig. 3 would thus be (assuming s)iielded cable for aerial installation):0

6-Qwist 53,200' at $ 0.172/foot $ 9,150
-Qkvist 33,600' at $ 0.077/foot 2,587

Junction Boxes - 56 at $15 840
Total distribution cable cost $12,577

This probably represents close to a maximum cost for distributioncable per exchange. Exchanges in more densely populated areas (apartmentsor two-family housing) would require less 6-Qmist cable because they wouldserve a smaller area. In suburban areas with larger houselots, the samelength of 6-Qwist cables could fan out over a larger area. More single-QWist (and perhaps line repeaters) might be needed in the latter case, how-ever.

We must also figure in the cost of the truni- cable from the previoesexchange as part of the sub-unit cost. In the layout of Fig. 3, the air-linedistance between exchanges is 500 feet. Using the 36-channel trunk cost of$13,300/ mile developed in Section III-A, and an estimated terminal-to-terminal cable length of 700 feet, trunk cable cost per c.xchange would be$1764. Note that there is a premium, as Rediffusion points out, on keepingtrunk distances short because of the relatively high cost (if trunk cables$2.52 per foot for 36 channels.*

These figures valid as of May, 1971. or more recent estimatessee page 1S-21.
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The above figures pertain to cable purchase costs only. Good
cost figures for the installation of Rediffusion cables have been difficult
to arrive at. In one Rediffusion paper,* a labor cost of $1.60 per foot
for trunk and feeder installation is given, without making it clear
whether this applies to ioute-footage or to the total footage of individual
cables, which is shout ten times greater than the route footage. Thus in
the original WI s ion of this memorandum, the geometric mean of these
two interpretations was tentatively assumed for want of a better figure.
This tesulted in a labor-cost estimate of $70,000, which was felt to be
high, but was somewhat supported by the indication in Mr. Gargini's
paper that 2/3 of total remote selection costs are in labor and overhead
for trunk and feeder installation.

Subsequently, the installation cost question was discussed with
Mr. H. F. Goodwin of Rediffusion by telephone on February 19. He
said that he also did not understand the basis for the $1.60/foot figure,
JAI Mr. Gargini's paper, and kindly offered to prepare an approximate
labor cost estimate for a specific layout. The exchange layout of Fig. 3
was described to him. and he called beA a day later with an estimate of
$30,000 for installation labor costs. He also furnished figures for cable
and equipment purchase costa which agreed to within a few dollars with
those derived above.

(Note added January 5, 1972: Subsequent to submission of this report,
the $30, 000 estimate for cable installation labor was reduced to $15, 500
by Mr. R. W. Lawson in a letter dated August 24, 1971. For a 336-
subscriber exchange, this factor alone lops off $43 per subscriber, more
than half the net reduction in the latest Rediffusion per-subscriber cost
derived on page 13-22.)

5"Dia1-a-Program
Communication Television," E. J. Gargini, paperdelivered to the Royal Television Society, February 12, 1970,Figure 20.
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C . Pe r -.S ubsuil,)sr_1211.arWtielL.SonljtArty_t_6"122,12
From the figures which have been established, we now can sum up

the total cost of installing a 36-channel Rediffusion exchange for 336 sub.
scribers under the assumptions inherent in rig. 3, and establish the
per-subscriber cost:

seagjast_g.

Exchange equipment $25,370
avist cables and junction boxes 12,577
Trunk cable (36 coax plus 36 audio pairq) 1,764
Subscriber control units (336 at $34) 1 1, 4 24

$51,135
;z4i ation 1 b estimatel 30,000

Land and kiosk (M.I. T. estimate) 5 000
Total distribution cost per ri $86,135

336 subscribers

The per-subscriber installation cost for the Rediffusion switched dis-s.tribution system is thus S256. Note that this does not include any share of
head-end equipment costs (which should be pro-rated over all subscribers
in all exchanges served by it), or any special installation costs such as
make-ready charges on poles, etc. These omitted costs depend on total
system size and local conditions, and tend to be about the same for any
type oi system.

As discussed in Section II1-13, the program busses and rotary selector
switches of the present exchange are designed for a maxim= of 36 channels.
Although some economies might be possible in a redesign for more channels,
the incremental cost of doubling or tripling the number of channels can lie
fairly accurately estimated on the basis of adding an exchange ahd trunk for
each 36 channels, with distribution cables and subscriber cortrol units re-maining the same. (One easy way to expand the clntrol function w'thout
altering the present control unit would be to have the reset button cycle the
subscriLer's line through the channe) O's of the exchanges available to him.
He could then read the channel listings for each exchange and dial the
desired program in that exchange, or shift exchanges by pushing the reset

For later estimates by Rediffusion, Ltd., see page 11-22.

o
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button again, etc.) On the above assumption, the total distribution costs
for 72. and 108-channel systems might bet*

a Channel!. 108 Channels,

Exchange equipment $50,740 06,110
Owist cable and junction boxes 12,577 12,577
Trunk cable 3,528 4.292

Subscriber control units 11,424 11,424

Installation labor (estimate) 35,000 40,000
Land and kiosk (estimate) 7 500 10 000

Total for 336 subscribers $120,769 $144,403
Per-subscriber cost $360 $430

These figures as of May, )971. For later estimates by Rediffusion
see page B-23.
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V. ADDENDUM (December 27, 1971)

As stated on page 13-1, revised cost data was provided to the

author from two different Rediffusion sources during August, 1971, which

resulted in a new per-subscriber cost figure of $186. Listed below are

changes affecting particular pages of the original memorandum (new cost

figures underlined).

Page B-6, (Revised Qwist and trunk cable costs)

Six -way unsc reened $87. 00

Six-way screened $117.00

One -way unscreened $21. 00

One-way screened $42. 00

per 1000 feet
it i1 11

11 it 11

11 11 ii

"There is thus a cost advantage in iunning as much as possible

of the distribution in the six-way cable, since the per-subscriber cost is
then $15.00 and $20 per 1000 feet for unscreened and screened cable

respectively."
(Mr. Gabriel also noted in his August 10 letter that by cable

selection and use of small exchange amplifiers ($18 per line), a maximum
subscriber distance of at least 2500 ftit!t can now be achieved, rather than-
the former 1800-foot limitation.)

In regard to trunk cable, Mr. Gabriel now prljects a coaxial
cable cost of 2.5 cents per foot rather than the 6 cents formerly quoted.
This reduces trunk cost (36 coaxial cables, 36 audio pairs) to about

WOO per mile instead of $13,306.
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Page B-14 (Revised exchange costs)

Switchfrarne and busbars
Selector power unit

$ 3,390 (not $ 2,000)
158

TV repeaters AA at $122.00 4,392 (not $ 3,798)Power supplies 6 at 72.00 432 (not $ 360)Hybrids -sets of 4 at $33.12 36 at 33.12 1,192 (not $ 738)Control panels 168 at 9.36 1,572 (not $ 1,680)Double selectors 168 at 72.00 12,096 (not $14,952)
Total Exchang.; Cost without audio a $23,232

Sound ampliriers 36 at 55.00 1,980 (not $ 1,602)Power supplies 3 at 72.00 '1.6 (not $ 240)
$ 2 196

Total Exchang,C2st with audio $25 428 (not $25,370)

Page 13-16 (Revised distribution cable costs for Figure 3)

6-Qwist - 53,200 feet at $ 0.117 'foot $6,210 (not $ 9,150)1 -Owist - 33,600 feet at $ 0.042/foot 1,412 (not 2,587)Junction boxes - 56 at 5.00 each 280 (not 840)
Total distribution cable cost = $7,902 (not $12,577)
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?age B-18 (Revised per-subscriber distribution costs)

Cable and equipment purchase

Exchange equipment $23, 232 (not $25, 370)
Owist cables and junction boxes 7,902 (not 12,577)
Trunk cable (700 feet) 864 (not 1,764)
Subscriber control units 10,41ó (not 11,424)

$42,414
Installation labor (Rediffusion nou

estimates $15.500 instead of $30,000) 15,500

Land and kiosk

Total distribution cost per
336 subscribers $62 , 914

This is equivalent to a per-subscriber cost of $186, compared
to the $256 derived previously.

PaRs B-18 and B-19 (Revised estimate of expanded system costs)

Rediffusion has now stated that they would parallel exchanges
as iollows:

" Our proposals for increasing the program capacity of the
exchange involve the use of a number of exchanges with a
selector. For example, for 72 channels we would have two
complete 36 program exchanges preceded by a change-over
switch which would respond to the first digit dialed. For 108
or more channels we would have a multi-channel selector us-
ing reed switches working on the same principles as the exist-
ing selectors and serving to select whichever 36 program
exchange was carrying the desired program. We have so far
made no attempt to work out the design in detail and I have
made a wild guess at the costs. The extra installation re-
quired for 72 or 108 channels is mainly the addition of i6
channels on the trunk routes, i.e., the pulling in of a viulti-
coaxial cable into existing ducts. There will also be some
additional labour in the installation of the exchange equipment
but we intend that this equipment should be delivered in com-
plete packages r.:!quiring the minimum of installation and I feel,
therefore, that the additional installation labor per 36 channels
is about $2000, rather than $5000. With these amendments
the figures appear as follows:
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Exchange pre-selector

8-23

36 Channels 72 Channels, 108 Channels

- $ 3,360 $ 5,000
Exchange equipment $23,232 46,464 69,696
Qwist cable and junction boxes 7,902 7,902 7,902
Trunk cable 864 1,728 2,592
Subscriber control units 10,416 10,416 10,416
Installation labour (estimate) 15,500 17,500 19,500
Land anti kiosk (estimate)

_5000 7,500 10,000
Total for 336 subscribers $62,914 $94 870 $125,106

Per subscriber cost $187 $283 $374
(not $256) (not $360) (not $430)

In the conclusion to his letter, Mr. Gabriel states: "I feel I should
point out that ti-e per subscriber c-jsts which have been derived above
are under the most favourable circumstances of 100 percent penetration
and all exchanges fully loaded. One might hope to get fairly near this
condition in a planned community. In the more usual situation there
is bound to be some redundancy either of pairs in the cables or of unusedexchange positions. Without more practical experience with the system
I could not make any estimate of the extent of this."



APPENDIX C

The AMECO DISCADE
Switched TV Distribution System

This appendix consists of a revised
version of a previously distributed memoran-
dum. The revisions include corrections sug-
gested by AMECO following its review of the
original memorandum.
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ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LABORATORY
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

MEMORANDUM SLOAN-2A

The AMECO DISCADE

Switched TV Distribution System

John E. Ward
March 24, 1971

(Revised May 18, 1971)

I. INTRODUCTIOM

Ameco, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona, is making installations of a

switched, sub-channel TV distribution system of its own design in Daly City,

California, and at Disneyworld, Florida. Although the basic principle of +ibis

system is quite similar to that of the Rediffusion "Dial-a-Program" system
which was analysed in Memorandum Sloan-1, there are significant differencus

in system implementation which affect both the installation requirements nd
the per-subscriber costs. It was therefore felt that a comparable analysis
should be made of the DISCADE system in order to have the best possible 'Jasis

for comparison of switched versus non-switched systems.

Preliminaryinformation on the technical features of the DISCA)E24

system (DIScrete Cable Area Distribution Equipment) was provided by an
informal writeup (dated Feb. 1, 1971) obtained from Ameco in mid-Febraury.

In order to clarify a number of details wilich were not evident in the writeup,
and to obtain cost data, I visited Ameco on March 3, 1971, where / with
Pfx. Bruce Merrill, President, and Mr. Earl Hickman, Chief Engineer. :hey

were most cooperative in answering all my questions and in discussini and/or

demonstrating all the hardware used in their system. The revisions the
original memorandum are based on comments received from Mr. Merrill in a
letter dated April 29, 1971, and primarily concern minor correction.:, to
frequency capabilities, channel assignments, and cost estimates for sub-
trunks and drops.

C - 2.
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U. nmerICAL FEAWRES

The DISCADS system has been developed as a means of providing

20-40 usable channels while avoiding: (a) the on-channel interference

problems of VHF.dietribution, and (b) the harmonic, oscillator-beat, and

image problems that can arise in the use of mid- and super-band channels.

It was obviously influenced by the earlier Rediffusion system, but also

has its roots in previous Ameco experience in sub-channel transmission

technices to avoid ambient signal interference in liaks between CATV

antenna eites and their associated head-ends. DISCADE represents an

alternate engineering solution to the design of a switched distribution

system which appears to have a number of advantages over the Rediffusion

system. On the other hand, it has the same primary disadvantagethat a

household with multip?.e TV sets to be used independently must be a multiple

subscriber. DISCADE utilizes coaxial cables throughout.

A. Trunks

Trunks in the present design are made up of eleven sets of cables

and amplifiers designed for 5.50 MHz trunsmission, of which ten carry 2.4

TV channels each, and one carries the V, band, block-oonverted to 20-40 MHz

from its nsrmal 88.108 MHz region in the spectrum. Because frequencies no

higher than 50 MHz appear on a trunk cable, smaller cable may be used than

in usual practice, and amplifiers may be more widely spaced. For example,

with .412" cable, amplifier spacing is 4,000 feet and trunk lengths up to

25 miles are feasible. These figures double if .750" cable is used, i.e.,

truaks are feasible. Trunk amplifier assemblies are 10" x 7" x 22"

in size, and the 11 amplifiers are modular, plug-in assemblies, designed

so that any cable may be changed to trestream transmission by simply invert-

ing its amplifiers when plugging them in.

For a 20-channel system, Aneco has used two channels per cable,

choosing ones that are non-adjacent and not harmonically related, but both

of these conditions can not be Let in a 40-channel system. For example, at
Daly City the two initial ehannels (22.28 MHz and 34-40 MHz) are neither

adjacent nor harmonically related. If there is a requirement in the future

to expand this particular system to 40 channels, Aneco has already verified
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that it is possible to add 5.11 MHz (note that use of frequencies between

11 and 22 MHz could create harmonic problems) and 28.34 Mlle (adjacant to

both the original channels). SeJh additions require no changes tu the cable

distribution eystem..only expanded head-end and subscriber selector equipment.

Tor a new system with 40-channel capability initially, Amoco feels that they

might use 24.48 Mils. These channels would all be adjacent, but not hermoni.

cally related. Auother growth possibility mentioned is to keep two chaAnels

per cable but Anstell more trunk and sub-trunk cables and larger switchasp

but thin vould increnae costs linearly with added channels.

Amoco given an approximate inetalled cost for 11.cable trunk of

41.1,000 per mile, of which about 35 wee le labor.

B. Sub-Trunks

Sub.trunks are connected to the trunk by sets of bridger amplifiers,

each of which will drive the corresponding cables in four sub-trunks. An

.unusual feature of DISCADE is that the sub-trunk cables carry different signals

than the trunk cables. As shown in Fig. 1, one of the functions of the bridger

amplifier assembly is to block-convert the 20.40 MRs FM radio signaln on the

FM 'trunk table to their correct frequency band (88.108 mitz) and add them to

each of tho tea sub-trunk usbleo. The sub-trunk cables thus carry both TV

and FM aignale, and all parts of the sub-trumk and subscriber distribution

systems arc designed for 5-120 MHz. Sub-trunks typically use .240" cable

and are not amplified, but may be divided by means of passive splitters.

Amoco gives an approximate coot figure for installed sub-trunk of $7,500 per

mile, including the Area Diatribution Centers (without switch modules)

described in Section C below.*

C. Subscriber Switching

The main component of the DISCADE system is the Area Distribution

Center (AMC) which is a cable-mounted switching unit, presently designed in

!sizes for 8, 16, or 24 subscribers. An many au ten AMC's may be epliced into

each sub-traik either at initial installation or later, an needed to meet

subscriber hook-up requirements. Standard CATV-type drop cable in used to

connect a subscriber to an ADC, and drops may be up to 2,000° in length.

inhis eetimate is for "reasonable density" and would vvv: somewhat depending
on circumstances.

0.09
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The physical configUration of a cable-mounted, 24-subscriber AM

is shown in Fig. 2. The switch modules are of solid-state design, and

connect a subscriber drop to any one of the ten sub-trunk cables as con-

trolled by direct-current pulses from the subscriber selector unAt fed back

to the ADC on the subscriber drep. An incremental form of control is used,

with the switch advancing one position for each pulse (actually every other

pulse, see discussion below). When cable number 10 is reached, the next

pulse starts the sequence again at aable number 1, etc. The major cost itea

of the entire DISCADE system is the switch module which costs $60.00 per

subscriber drop, but need only be installed as subscribers are actually

connected.

Note that since the FM radio band is on all sub-trunk cables, it

will appear on the subscriber drop no matter what position the switch is

in, and will be unaffected by channel selection.

D. Subscriber Selector

The subscriber selector unit,which costs $15.00, is slightly

smaller than a desk telephone, and has a click-stop rotary channel selector

knob on top which sends a pulse to the ADC for each "click". A film strip

coupled to the knob provides a very legible display of the selected channel

number in large (3/4") illuminated numerals projected in a window on the

front of the unit (this is a plus over the Rediffusion telephone-dial

selection syctem, which provides no indication of what channel is currently

being viewed). Because of the incremental-type switch control, the knob has

a mechanical ratchet so that it can only be turned in the direction of

increasing channel numbers, and there is no reset function like that in the

Rediffusion system, except an automatic one on the transition from Channel 20

to Channel 1 which provides knob and switch resynchronization in case they

should ever get out of step. Taus to go back one channel, the selector knob

has to be turned several complete revolutions to cycle through all ao (or 40)

channelsa minor inconvenience.

Ai 4 4
.1.1
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TWO TOP CONNECTORS ROWS
ARE POWER SUPPLY LINES

32"HE IGHT
13 3/4"

..............- V.I.1%.7: .:.
! i......."'"a'"'IF

..............C.,

S U B -.....---;---.
TIttiNK __......., -,-r-o

(10 Coax I .....----C, 1.9.-.-.5-i=1"-
.A., r, c r-Lines)

1 --'1S, r,-i --

24
SWITCH
MODULES
TOTAL

1.-cUB
TRUNK TO
NEXT ADC

DEPTH
7 1/4"

-"COVER

BOTTOM CONNECTOR ROW FOR
SUBSCRIBER OUTPUTS
(Drop Connections on Bock)

POWER
SUPPLY
115VAC
INPUT

Notes:

1. Size of 24-subsctiber ADC = 7 1/4" x 13 3/4" x 32"
2. Weight of 24-subscriber ADC = 90 lb.
3. Sub-trunk loss per AUC = 0.5 dB
4. ADC provides power for subscriber selectors
5. ADC designed for cable mounting
6. Cost = jt 192/ADC housing plus 40/switch module

and 115/subscriber selector
7. Each cable carries 2-,1 TV channels plus FM radio

(20-40 TV channels total)

Fig. 2 AMECO "DISCADE" Area Distribution Center (ADC)
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The selector unit also contains two (or four) conversion osoilla-
t.ws, and as the selector knob is advanced, these are turned on alternately
to convert one of the two (or four)

channels available on the drop cable at
each ADC switch setting to the clear VHF channel chosen for the TV ivceiver
input. This combination of frequency and space switching sounds somewhat
complicated, but is completely hidden from the user--all he sees is one
dial lamled from 1.20 or 1-40, and the proper coordination of the cable
switching and frequenc7 selection takes place autcmatically as the selector
knob is advanced.

As previously mentioned, the selector sends a pulse to the ADC
for each knob "cliCku, but the ADC switches cables only every second (or
fourth) pulse. The reason for having a pulse sent to the ADC for each knob
"click" is so that a channel-monitoring system could be implemented in the
AIC if desired. Note however that since the selector unit is cable-powered,
it works whether or not the TV get is on, and some means of also monitoring
TV set power would be required for meaningful monitoring of channel viewing.

III. =CADE INSTALLATIONS

Two different TISCADS installations are currently in progresa,one
using an interesting variation in the basic technique described above.

A. Daly City, Cfslifornia

Vista Grande Cablevision is :metalling a 20-channel DISCADE system
exactly as described above in Daly City, with a potential system size of
16,000 subscribers. The main impetus for choice of this system by the
operator was a firm requirement for 20 channels, plus an unusually severe
local-signal problem--seven of the 12 standard VHF channels would be subject
to ghosting from direct pickup. A field trial during 1970 with prototype
hardware was entirely successful, but led to some equipment redesign to
reduce costb. Installation of final hardware is now underway, and equipment
sufficient for about 500 subscribers has been shipped to date.

t1.13
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S. psneyworld Florida

The Disneyeorld installation will involve about 2,000 TV receivers

and will be a 10-channel system with only one channel per cable. In this

case, the set manufacturer (RCA) is incorporating a simplified Ameco selector

unit designed to fit into the sets in place of the normal VHF-UlF tuner,

and no frequency conversion is necessary in the selector because the signal

on each sub-trunk cable is at the 45.75 MHz IF frequency of the receiver.

The standard RCA motor tunilig feature is retained, with its remote control

unit.

XV. TWO-WAY CONSIDERATIONS

The DISCADS system as presently inplemented does not incorporate

any two-way features. It is not known what plans ALMQ0 has for two-way

use, but there are a number of possibilities.

As previously mentioned, one or more trunk cables can be converted

to upstream transmission toward the head-end by simply reversing their line

amplifier modules,providing 2-4 upstream channels pee' cable. If reverse

bridger modules were developed to permit upstream transmission on one or

more sub-trunk cables to feed into these upstroam trunk cables, and any

passive splitters were suitably modified, then these channels would be

available at all switching units (ADC's).

At this point, the way to proceed isn't as clear, but one would

have several options for video origination. One option would be to sipply

make one or more switch positions be for upstream use only, essentially

reversing thc subscribers drop and permitting him to insert a video signal

cn cne of the aannels for transmission to the head-end. However, he then

wouldn't be able to see anything at the same time. A second, and perhaps

more attractive possibility would be to install a second, upstream-only

drop for each subscriber that is not switched, but added to an upstream

sub-trunk cable at the ADC along with all other upstream drops. This would

permit simultaneous video origination plus viewing of any downstream channel

114



for as many subscribers as there are upstream channels. A third possibility,
whieh would require new types of amplifiers and perhaps switches would be to
use frequency splitting techniques to permit hi-directional transmission on
one or more cables. There are perhaps other possibilities. Either the
second or the third schemes could permit one or two "videophune" conversa-
tions between any two points in the system, but these would be non-private.

Downstream and epstream digital
transmission channels for a

variety of uses (monitoring, meter reading, data, cnannel control, etc.)
can also be established by

various techniques such as the above. In this
case the presence of the switch is somewhat of a hindrance because the
polling equipment at the head-end would not know what cable to address a
particular subscriber on unless it continuously monitored his switch. One
possibility to avoid this complication would be to handle the downstream
digital channel the same way as the FM band is handled at present, perhaps
adding it to the FM trunk cable in the 16-20 MHz band so that it would
always appear on all subscriber drops. Another would be to provlde a
separate, tree-structured

hi-directional digital data cable which runs
throughout the system. Here again, the above do not exhaust the possibili
ties, and Ameco's particular plans are not known.

In summary, DISCADE can be augmented to provide the same two-way
capabilities as th. non-switched systems at about the same incremental cost,
but direct provisions for such segmentation are not readily apparent in the
present hardware, except for the reversible line amplifiers and the switch-
control design for eventual channel monitoring capability.

V. COST DATA

For purposes of relative cost comparison, the DISCADE system has
been coated out for the same 12-block, 240-houselot unit area used in the
analysis of the Rediffusion system in Memorandum Sloan-1. A possible
DISCADE layout to provide 100-percent service to this area, with an allow-
ance for 40-percent multiple

subscribers, is shown in Fig. 3. Aa shown,
it is assumed that one tine* bridging amplifier would drive four ea-trunks,



L
20 50' x 100' Lots/Block

I

7 7 t" 250'
I I I I I

50' H 46-1 I II tit I Itill_ I
Street

550'

t 501
-1

11-CABLE
TRUNK

6,14 ADC's 4L
(24 Subscribers Each)

BRIDGING

i
AMPLIFIER

I 1

10-CABLE 131olloo'
SUB-
TRUNK

7375'

I /

500'

3300'

Notes:
100 + 300

Average Drop Length = - 200'

12 x 20 = 240 Houselots

14 x 24 336 Subscriber Capability (240 + 4010)

Fig. 3 Possible AMECO "DISCADE" Layout in same Unit Area used

for Rediffusion Analysis
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each with either three or four Area Distribution Centers. The 40-percent

multiple-set allowance would require 28 drops per blotk, thus the AM's must

be spaced not quite oneblock apart, and 14 are required in all to provide

336 total drop capability, the same as the Rediffusion exchange. Subscriber
drops would range from 100 to 300 feet, or 200 feet average, and are figured

at an installed cost of $.05 per foot (Ameco estimate). Trunk and sub-trunk

installed costs are figured at the Ameco per/mile estimates given earlier.

The distribution costs per unit area (as defined above) are thus;

Trunk - 500' @ $11,000/mile a $1,050
Sub-trunk - 6,000' @ 7,500/mile a 8,520
Drops - 67,200' 0 .05/foot a 3,360

Total Cable Costs a $12,930
,

Switch Modules - 336 @ $60 . 20,160 ,Subscriber Selectors - 336 Q 15 a _24040

Total Equipment a 25,200-
Total Distribution Cost - $38,130
per 336 TV sets (not
including head-end)

This works out at $113.50 per subscriber for a 20-channel system,

and would be little (if any) different for a 40-channel system, since only

a miror change in the subscriber selector unit would be required.
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APPENDIX D

METER READING VIA TELCO OR POWER LINES

Ultility companies have recently become interested in automating

the process of reading utility meters. Two alternate systems under
development have been investigated in an effort to determine what role
the CATV cable could play in providing these or similar services.

3.t

The first system is being developed by Shintron Co. to read
electric meters using the power lines as the communications medium.

The information is coded as a several millivolt signal carried directly

on the power line. Since bit rates are very low (they are transmitting
0.05 bits per second) the small signals can be recovered from the much

larger power signals by appropriate processing techniques. They use

a single transmitter at the power station to service 2,000 installations,
and control 25 transmitter units with a small computer which tabulates.

return data. The equipment required in the home can be largely fab-
ricated in MOS integrated circuit form, and should fit inside an electric
meter. Projected costs for the unit at the home are in the $20 to $30

range.
The second system is being developed by Bell Laboratores at

Holmdel, New Jersey in co-operation with a number of manufacturerr
who have developed encoders for transmitting meter readings via the
switched telephone network. A simple alerting circuit answers the

meter reading request without ringing the customer's telephone. The
coded readings are then converted into tone signa:s and rner.r2 th,ough

a telep:ione company central office to a ?..:...za center serving one or more

utility companies. Thic cone using a meter reading access circuit"

information presented here was obtained Iron- Mr. Larry Baxter
of Shintron Co., Cambridge, Mass.; cietails of the system other than
those given above are considered proprietary.
R. E. Cardwell, P. J. McCarthy, "Communications Facilities for
At.tom.tic Meter Reading", a paper presented to the Power Dis-
tribt.tion Confelence, At..Lin Texas, October 20, 1970
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in the telephone company office. The total time required to read the
meter(s) in a customer's home is roughly 10 seconds. Thus 300 -
400 customers can be polled per hour.

The two systems presented are not designed to be expanded to
provide any type of general-purpose digital communication service to
the customer beyond the simple reading of utility meters, but are no
less or no more costly than performing just this same function over
a CATV cable. However, the meter reading task can be easily and
cheaply integrated into an existing digital communications service,
since the incremental cost of reading meters would probably be
smaller than that for implementing a parallel system for reading meters.
Note, however, that the inclusion of meter reading via the cable plant
would require some sort of standardization of digital cable systems
either at the meter interface or of the digital system itself. Note also
that there would probably be little interest in reading meters via a
CATV cable unless cable penetration (including two-way data capabili-
ties) was virtually 100 percent in a given area. For some time to come,
the power and Telco lines will reach more meter locations.


